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Stresses in Magnetic Fields 
THIS is a subject that we considered in 
the Editorial of December 1946, in which 
we discussed the lack of agreement on the 

magnitude of the various stresses. We propose 
now to draw attention to several points which put 
the matter beyond any doubt, and entirely remove 
the vagueness that seemed to envelop the subject. 

If a uniformly -wound toroid of wood of cross- 
section A is split across a diameter, and the two 
halves pulled apart a short distance 8s, the current 
being adjusted to keep the flux constant, there 
is no change in H or B in the wood, but there are 
now the air -gaps of total volume 2A.8s with 
their magnetic energy of H2/(87r) ergs per cubic 
cm. As this energy must be equal to the work 
done in pulling the two halves apart, the force 
exerted must be 2AH2/(87r), that is H2/(87r) 
dynes per cm2 ; we use c.g.s.e.m. units in which 
B and H in air are numerically equal. The 
same would be true without the wooden ring, 
which is merely a support for the winding. 

How and where is this pull exerted by the 
field ? On the turns of wire which carry current 
in the magnetic field due to all the other turns. 
Every part of a turn experiences a force tending 
to increase the size of the turn, but as the magne- 
tic field is stronger on the inside of the ring 
because of the shorter path, there is a resultant 
force tending to move the turn towards the centre 
of the ring. 

If we now introduce an iron ring instead of the 
wooden one, with the same initial current as 
before, there will be no change in H in the material 
of the ring, and no change in the magnetic field 
in which the winding is situated, and consequent- 
ly no change in the forces on the winding, or 
the resultant catapult action of the winding in 

opposing the applied pull. This must still be 
equal to H2/(877) dynes per cm2 of cross-section. 
But from the energy now stored in the air -gap 
we find that the total pull must equal B2/(8w) 
dynes per cm2 ; hence the forces on the iron must 
account for the difference B2(1 -1/µ2)/(87r) or 
BH(µ -1/µ)/(87r). As before, we assume that, as 
the small air -gap is made, the current is increased 
so as to keep the flux, and therefore B and H in 
the iron constant. The field in which the winding 
is situated will also be unchanged. In the gap 
Hg B. 

Fig. I 

Returning to the wooden ring, we will now 
calculate the forces on the winding in the ordin- 
ary way, in order to confirm that it gives the 
same result as that obtained from the energy 
in the air -gap. 

Fig. 1 shows a section of a part of the ring 
uniformly wound with rectangular strip, which 
for simplicity of calculation is assumed to be 
in close contact. The value of H falls to zero 
over the thickness of the strip, so that the mean 
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value will be half that at the inner surface. At 
A the length of the magnetic path is 7r(D - 27) 

whereas at B it is 7T (D -}- 2r). At P the mean 
value of H will be 

m.m.f. 
27r(D - 27 sin B) 

and the radial force on the piece 
at P carrying a current I will be 

I m.m.f. 
Io x 

27r(D - 27 sin H) 
x rdB. 

Its component parallel to AB will be this 
multiplied by sin B, and on integrating this over 
the whole turn, we have 

2rr 

I m.m.f. x r sin O dB 

2Y 
I - si D n0 

= 2oI7rr , 
X mm.f. x Dr approximately, 

since 27/D is assumed to be small. 
The number of turns per cm of mean periphery 

is T/(7rD), and the resultant inward force per 
cm of periphery will be 

IT r 4111T 2777 4 I2T2r2 

7rD 
x 

2o7rD x Io 
x 

D ioo D3 

The total upward force on the lower half of 
the ring will be D times this, that is, 

2 7T IT 
Ioo I D r and 

putting H = 40 7-D 

this becomes 
Her2/4 dynes. 

Dividing this by 2A (=271-72) we get H2/(87r) 

dynes for the force per cm2 of cross-section. 
The same result can be obtained more simply 

by assuming the toroid to have a square cross- 
section. In the integration we made an approx- 
imation, but it should be noted that the value 
of B in the air -gap varies from point to point, and 
the usual formula B2/(877) is an approximation 
to the mean square. By assuming a uniformly - 
wound toroid the nature of the field is accurately 
prescribed and one is not troubled with magnetic 
leakage. 

Divergent Views 
In the December 1946 Editorial we pictured 

the lines of force crossing each square cm of the 
gap, splitting up into two components H and 
477J, the former of which passes through the 
surface into the iron while the latter ends on 
the surface polarity. In all these formulae 
H is the magnetic force in the iron and not in the 
gap. The polarity or intensity J per unit area 
is equal to (B - H)/(477). 

It is in calculating the mechanical force on J 

Sox 27TD 

of wire rdû 

that the uncertainty arises. Is the effective 
field strength to be employed equal to 27r J or 
to H + 27rJ ; that is, does the H that passes 
through the surface into the iron play any part 
in exerting force on the surface polarity ? If 
not, then the force per cm2 on the polar surface 
is equal to 

B-H B-H B2 BH H2 

477 
x 

2 87r 47r 
+ 

OTT 

ó7r( 
2 

I - 2 + 
µ µ 

which was the result arrived at by Maxwell. 
Since the total tension per cm2 is B2/(8/7), the 
difference must be the tension in the field which 
has passed into the iron, and this must be equal to 

Il 
87r \µ µ2/ 

We have now seen that a part of this [viz., 
H2/(87r) ] represents the force on the windings. 
This leaves 

B2 

87r il il2 47T IL 

for the part of the air -gap force per cm2 which 
acts throughout the iron with a sort of catapult 
action. 

The total force is made up of three com- 
ponents, the direct pull on the pole -face, the 
tension of the field which is converted into 
lateral forces acting on the iron, and the tension 
of the field which is converted into lateral forces 
on the windings. Generally speaking, only the 
first is of any practical importance. Maxwell's 
view that the forces in the iron may be regarded 
as made up of a uniform pressure of H2/(87r) in 
every direction (not only transverse to the field) 
and a tension of BH/(47r) in the direction of the 
field, gives a resultant tension along the field 
equal to the difference, that is, 

2 2 I 
87T (f.l fh2/ 

which agrees with the result obtained above. 
In the 1946 Editorial we referred to the fact 

that Helmholtz disagreed with Maxwell, and that 
a different result was obtained by Moullin by 
assuming that the effective field strength acting 
on the polarity of the pole -face is not 27rJ but 
H + 27rJ. This seems more probable, for it is 
difficult to see why the field H should not exert 
any force on the surface polarity. On this 
assumption the force on 1 cm2 would be 

J(H+27rJ)=B-H(H+B - - 
Hl 

_B2-H2 B2 r 
I - 2 87r 87T µ / 

Since the total force is B2/(87r) and the force 
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to be transmitted to the winding is H2/(87r), this 
is undoubtedly the total force acting on the iron. 
Hence the assumption made by Moullin gives 
the total lifting force exerted on the iron, as 
distinct from that on the winding, and it naturally 
vanishes when µ = r. If this assumption were 
correct, the total force would only be divided 
into two components, that on the pole -face and 
that transmitted through the iron to the winding. 
We show later that neither Maxwell nor Moullin 
make the correct assumption. 

We shall now consider an iron ring of square 
cross-section uniformly wound : if the side of 
the square is s and the inner, outer and mean 
diameters are Di, D°, and D respectively, and 
Hi, H° and H the corresponding values of the 
magnetic force, then assuming with Maxwell that 
there is a lateral pressure of H2/(877), the pressure 
at the inner surface on an element subtending an 
angle dB, and therefore having an area of 
(Di/2)dO x s, will be 

2 

87r 
x -i.s.dB 

The pressure at the outer surface will be 
2 

8° 
x - . s . dB 

The resultant force on the element will act 
towards the centre of the ring and will be equal 
to the difference 

(Hi2Di - H02D°) 
16a 

dB 

For the total radial force on the half ring we put 
fdû = rr, and for the resultant upward com- 
ponent we must multiply by 2/7r ; this gives for 
the total upward force 

(Hi2Di - H°2D°) 
s 

which, since HiD1 = H°D° = HD, 

HDDs=i -+ and 

H° D - s _s - H D r 1J 

is equal to H2D [(r -+- - 
(r 

s 

II 

D/ D 87 

that is 
H2 8r2s2 

Since the area of the two gaps is 2s2, this corre- 
sponds to a force of H2/(877-) per cm2 of gap area. 

This is a very interesting result, which might 
have been foreseen. If the lateral pressure in the 
field, whether in air or iron, is equal to H2/(877), 
then there is no change in this pressure on passing 
from the iron into the air at the surface, but as 
one passes through the winding, H falls to zero 
and with it the lateral pressure which is taken up 

by the winding. Hence, on this assumption, the 
lateral pressure in the iron is transmitted to the 
winding and there is no separate radial force on 
the iron itself. 

This agrees with the assumption that there is a 
tension of H2/(87r) along the lines of force and a 
lateral pressure of H2/(877), but it does not agree 
with Maxwell's assumption that the tension along 
the lines is equal to BH/(47r) - H2/(87r). It is 
difficult to see how Maxwell's assumption can 
explain the facts. If a rubber band were passed 
half round a cylinder and stretched as shown in 
Fig 2 it would exert radial forces on the cylinder, 
and the resultant of all the radial forces acting 
on the cylinder must be equal to the sum of the 
tensions on the two sides. In the magnetic case 
we find that the resultant of all the radial forces 
is equivalent to H2/(87r) that is B2/(877µ2) on each 
square centimetre of the air -gaps and this must 
surely be equal to the tension in the field. If 
this is so, then the total force per cm2 in the gap 
B2/(87r) is simply divided into two components, 
one B2(i - 1/µ2)/87r exerting its force on the 
pole-face-the force then being transmitted 
mechanically throughout the iron-and the 
other B2/(87774,2) which is transmitted magnetically 
through the iron to exert by catapult action a 
lateral pressure which is exerted on the windings. 
This agrees with the result obtained on Moullin's 
assumption. 

Fig. 2 indicates clearly what we mean by the 
term ' catapult action.' 

The Correct Solution 
Having thus explained the divergent views and 

the resulting confusion, we shall now show that 
the matter can be settled quite simply and 
definitely. 

If the air -cored toroid be immersed in a 
medium of permeability µ, the flux density B and 
the forces on the conductor, with the same 
current as before, will be increased to times 
their previous values. Hence the tension in the 
field and the lateral pressure will also be increased 
in the same ratio ; both will now be HB1(87) 
or µH2/87r per cm2. 

This is easily confirmed by considering the 
force between two parallel conductors in a 
medium of permeability it. If the two con- 
ductors carry equal currents I in opposite direc- 
tions, as in Fig. 3 (a), the force on each conductor 
per cm of length due to the field of the other is 
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I2µ/(Iooa). The value of H at the point P is 

41a/(Ior2) = 4lcos20/(Ioa) and on integrating 
µH2/(87r) over the whole mid -plane, that is from 
O = - 7r/2 to O = + 7r/2 one obtains I2µ/(Iooa) 
per cm of length of conductor, which agrees with 
the repulsive force between the conductors. 

Similarly, if the currents are in the same 
direction, as in Fig 3 (b) the value of H at the 
point Pis 41b/(Ior2) = 4I sin O cos B/(Ioa), which, 
on integrating 12.H2/877 from O = - 7r/2 to 
O = + 7r/2 gives I2µ/(rooa), which again agrees 
with the force, in this case attractive, between 
the two conductors. There is, therefore, no doubt 
whatever that in a medium of permeability IL the 
longitudinal tension and the lateral pressure are 

both equal to µH2/(87r) or BH I(87) or B2/(87rµ). 

IP 

°--11 

Ì (a) 

As the total force per cm2 in the air -gap of the 
electromagnet is B2/(87r) and the magnetic 
tension in the iron is BH 1(87r), the force acting 
on the pole -face must be the difference, viz. 

B2 BH B B 

877 877 
(B-H)=--x4771=z xJ 

877 

Hence the correct result is obtained by multi- 
plying the intensity of magnetization J, not by 
(B - HY2 = 2771, as Maxwell assumed, nor by 

(B + H)/2 = H + 27rJ, as Moullin assumed, but 
by B/2. 

Turning again to the iron ring of square 
section with its uniform winding, we can see 

now that the radial pressure per cm2 drops from 
BH/(877) to H2/(87r) on passing through the 
surface from the iron into the air, and then from 
H2/(877) to zero on passing through the winding. 

Of the total force B2/(87r) per cm2 in the air - 
gap, the greater part [viz., (i - I/µ)B2/(87r)] acts 
on the pole -face ; the remainder B2/(87rµ) 

passes into the iron as a magnetic tension, and 
causes two catapult forces, one on the iron 
itself, equal to (I/µ - I/112)B2/(87r), and the other 
on the winding, equal to B2/(87rµ2) per cm2. 

Much of this is only of academic interest, as 
I/f..2 is generally negligible compared with unity, 
and the magnetic circuit is rarely wound uni- 
formly. If, in the above examples, the winding 
were limited to the upper half of the ring, even 

if the total ampere -turns were the same, magnetic 
leakage would cause the flux in the ring to vary 
from point to point around the ring. 

If the air -gap is negligibly small, the total pull, 
and the part of it that acts on the pole -face, can 
be calculated from the flux crossing the gap. If 

the gap is not negligible, fringing will have to be 

taken into account. Although there may be no 

winding on the lower half, the tangential H is 

the same just outside the ring as it is just inside, 
and, on passing from iron to air, the lateral stress 
will fall from BH/(87r) to H2/(87r), but as there is 

no current -carrying winding to take up the latter 
stress, it will be taken up by the leakage field. 

We do not propose, however, to go more fully 
into this aspect of the problem. 

G. W. O. H. 
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ALIGNED -GRID VALVES 
Distribution of Current Density 

By D. C. Rogers, A.M.I.E.E. 
(Standard Telephones and Cables, L!d.) 

SUMMARY.-The; electron beam from the cathode of an amplifier valve is focused into well- 
defined beams by the action of the electric field in the region of the control grid. In aligned -grid valves, 
use is made of this phenomenon by placing the screen -grid wires in positions where they will intercept 
only a small fraction of the total cathode current. 

Owing to the doubtful validity of the existing theoretical treatment of the subject, an experimental 
study of the current -density distribution in these electron beams was undertaken for the purpose of 
determining the best position of the screen wires. 

It is often assumed that the grid -to -screen distance should be such that the focus of the electron 
beam lies in the plane of the screen. The measurements described here show that this is not necessarily 
true and that a'lower screen current will usually be obtained with a smaller grid -to -screen distance. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a = Grid pitch, measured between centres of grid 
wires. 

d = Grid -wire diameter, 
h = Cathode -grid distance. 
1a = Cathode -anode distance in a triode, or cathode - 

screen distance in a tetrode. 
l-/ = Grid -anode distance in a triode, or grid -screen 

distance in a tetrode. 
V = Grid potential with respect to cathode (e.s.u.) 
Va = Anode potential of a triode or screen voltage of 

a tetrode with respect to cathode. (e.s.u.) 
V, = Potential in the grid plane. (e.s.u.) 

e = Electron charge (e.s.u.) 
= Electron mass. 

I = Current flowing between two grid wires, per 
unit length of grid wire. (e.s.u.) 

f = Cathode -current density (e.s.u.) 
y = Distance co-ordinate measured parallel to the 

cathode surface and perpendicular to the grid 
wires. 

z = Distance co-ordinate measured perpendicular 
to the cathode surface. 

= The anode potential of an equivalent diode (e.s.u.) 
(See Appendix I.) 

s = The cathode -anode distance of an equivalent 
diode. (See Appendix I). 

v = Electron velocity (cm/sec) 
t = Time in seconds. 

= Electrostatic field (e.s.u.) 
µ = Amplification factor. 

1. Introduction 
N pentode or beam tetrode valves, it is 
often found that the power -handling 
capacity is limited by the maximum per- 

missible screen -grid dissipation and, accordingly, 
much attention has been devoted to the position- 
ing of the screen wires in the shadow of those 
of the control grid, in order to intercept a 
minimum fraction of the cathode current. In 
receiving -type amplifying valves, too, the reduc- 

MS accepted by the Editor, June 1949 

tion of screen current is of considerable importance 
since the noise current generated by such valves 
is largely dependent on the amount of current 
falling on the screen. 

It has long been known that in the useful 
operating range of most valves the electrostatic 
field in the region of the control -grid causes the 
electrons to be deflected towards a plane midway 
between the grid wires. Some typical electron 
paths in the cathode -grid and grid -screen regions 
are shown in Fig. i. Bull' has shown that the 
apertures between the grid wires form cylindrical 
electron lenses and 

a D B 

has shown how their 
focal lengths can be 
determined, using the 
method of Davisson 
and Calbick2,3. 

In practice it is % SCREEN GRID 

found that the screen 
current is not reduced 
to zero, as would be 
expected if the elec- 
tron beams came to 
perfect foci ; this fact 
could be attributed 

Fig. I. Typical electron 
paths in an aligned - 

grid valve. 

to one or more of 

CONTROL GRID 

vlüitj.AUilüir, CATHODE 4 

the following causes : 

(a) The lenses formed by the grid apertures 
possess large aberrations. 

(b) The mutual repulsion between electrons, 
due to their charge, causes a tendency for 
the beam to diverge in the grid -screen 
region. 

(c) The electrons are emitted from the cathode 
with finite velocities, distributed according 
to the Maxwell law. 
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(d) The electrostatic field configuration in the 
vicinity of the screen grid is such as to 
deflect the electrons towards the screen 
wires. 

In Appendix I it is shown that the space -charge 
effect mentioned in (b) above is insufficient to 
account for observed screen currents, and it 
can readily be demonstrated (for example, by 
observing the variation in the proportion of 
cathode current intercepted by the screen as the 
cathcde temperature is varied) that electron 
emission velocity is also not a major cause of 
the spread of the beams. It must therefore be 
concluded that the screen currents obtained in 
practice result from the existence of large aberra- 
tions in the lenses, from the effect of the electro- 
static field in the screen region, or from both 
these causes. 

Now the method employed 
by Bull to determine the focal 
length is, as he points out, 
valid only for electrons travel- 
ling close to the central plane 
AB (Fig. r). It is clear, how- 
ever, that the screen current 
does not arise from these elec- 
trons, but from those passing 
very near to the control -grid 
wires and we are, therefore, 
justified in asking whether the 
focal plane is, in fact, the 
optimum position for the screen. 
In view of the difficulty of ob- 
taining an analytical solution 
for the trajectories of electrons 
passing near the control -grid 
wires, involving as it would 

Fig. 2. Simplified sketch of ex- 
perimental valve. 

consideration of the effect of space charge on the 
field in the grid region, it was decided that an 
experimental approach would be profitable. 
The investigation to be described here was 
accordingly undertaken ; viz., an investigation 
of the distribution of current density in the plane 
of the screen. 

This current density distribution depends on 
the trajectories of individual electrons in their 
flight from the cathode to the screen plane, 
and hence on the field configuration in the grid 
region. It does not depend appreciably on the 
geometry of the screen, except in the immediate 
proximity of a screen wire, since the field irregu- 
larities do not extend far into the grid -screen 
space. In making these measurements, details 
of which are given in a later section, the screen 
was replaced by a solid metal plate provided 

with a narrow slot, the current passing through 
the slot thus being a measure of the current 
density falling on the plate. The measured 
distribution is, therefore, that appertaining 
to a particular cathode -grid geometry and 
grid -screen distance, and does not include the 
localized effect around the screen wires. The 
measurements were carried out for a range of 
grid -screen distances and with various cathode - 
grid geometries. 

It should be noticed that while this method 
enables the optimum screen position to be 
determined, it does not enable the screen current 
at this position to be predicted. The screen 
current will, in general, depend on the conditions 
obtaining in the screen -anode region (e.g., the 
potential and location of the anode and the 
space -charge conditions in the intervening space) 

B 

as well as on the diamett r and spacing of the 
screen wires. 

2. Experimental Procedure 
The measurements were made on a con- 

tinuously -evacuated demountable valve in which 
the electrodes could be moved by manipulation 
of external micrometer controls while the valve 
was in operation. In the interests of simplicity 
attention has been confined to parallel plane 
electrode structures. However, little error 
should arise in the application of the results to 
practical valve designs, since the grid -support 
rods effectively divide the valve into two sections, 
each of which approximates roughly to a parallel 
plane structure. 

A simplified sketch of the apparatus is shown 
in Fig. a. The grid consisted of straight molyb- 
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denum wires A welded to a rectangular 
steel frame B. The cathode C was of the indirectly - 
heated oxide -coated nickel type, the coated area 
being a flat face 13 mm x to mm. The cathode - 
grid distance could be adjusted by means of the 
micrometer screw D. The vacuum was maintained 
by the flexible metal bellows E soldered to the 
metal envelope F of the valve. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the screen 
was replaced by a flat metal plate, shown at 
G in the figure. This plate was provided with a 
slot H, o.t-mm wide, parallel to the grid wires, 
behind which was located a collector electrode J, 
operated at a positive potential of 15o volts with 
respect to the anode G. The current flowing to 
this collector electrode was a measure of the 
current density falling on the anode plate. The 
whole plate could be moved in a direction 
parallel to the grid plane and perpendicular to 
the grid wires by the micrometer screw K. 
Thus by observing the variation of the collector 
current as the slot in the anode was moved from 
a position behind one grid wire to behind the 
next, the variation in current density across 
the electron beam could be det.rmincd. 

The anode -grid spacing was also variable and 
was controlled by micrometer L. In order to 
avoid spurious effects at the ends of the slot, 
the collector was divided into three sections as 
shown, and measurements were made of the 
current to the centre section only, the outer two 
sections being maintained at the same potential 
as the centre section. Since under some conditions 
the current reaching the collector amounted to 
a few microamperes only out of a total cathode 
current of 4 mA it was necessary to prevent 
electrons from reaching the collector by other 
than the intended paths ; for instance, by second- 
ary emission from various parts of the apparatus. 
This was accomplished by suitably placed shields 
at cathode potential ; these have been omitted 
from Fig. 2 for the sake of clarity. 

The experimental procedure was to scan the 
beam emerging from the centre grid aperture 
by moving the collector slot transversely and 
measuring the collector current at intervals of 
o.t mm. This process was repeated for various 
anode -grid distances, the total anode current 
being maintained constant at 4 mA by adjusting 
the anode voltage. Because of the large number 
of variables that would otherwise be involved, 
measurements have been made with the grid 
at cathode potential only. A curve showing 
the ratio of the collector current at each point 
in the beam section to the average across the 
beam was plotted for each anode -grid distance. 
This ratio is equal to the ratio of the current 
density at that point to the average current density. 
A typical series of such curves is shown in Fig. 3. 

It is readily shown that, provided the effects 
of initial emission velocity are negligible, the 
shapes of the electron trajectories are dependent 
only on the shape of the electrodes and not on 
the actual dimensions. Hence, any geometrical 
scaling factor can be used without changing the 

2 

º 

a .=0145. 

Q =0 49 

7Q r9 

3 

CURVE ( I ) a - 038 

CURVE(2) n .- (>66 

CURVE(3) - 123 

CURVE(4) = 195 

DISPLACEMENT FROM BEAM CENTRE (mm) 

Fig. 3. Variation in current density across 
electron beans. 

the 

relative distribution of current density. It is, 
therefore, convenient to maintain one dimension 
constant and to relate the other dimensions to 
this fixed dimension. In this case the grid pitch 
a was kept constant at 2 mm and other dimensions 
were in terms of grid pitch. The experiments 
were repeated for various values of the ratio 
//a (cathode -grid distance/grid pitch) and d/a 
(grid -wire diameter/grid pitch) likely to be 
encountered in practice. (See also list of symbols). 

The shape of the electron paths is dr pendent 
also on the ratio only of the electrode potentials 
and not on their magnitude. However, since 
the grid was maintained at cathode potential, 
this amounts to saying that the relative dis- 
tribution of current density is independent of 
anode voltage. 

3. Results and Their Significance 
Referring again to Fig. 3, which shows a typical 

series of curves of current distribution in the 
anode plane (or in what would be the screen 
plane, were the valve a tetrode) it will be seen 
that, as would be expected, the current density 
rises from a minimum behind the grid wires to 
a maximum value midway between them. 

These curves were obtained with d/a = 0.145 
and 10/a = 0.49. As the ratio grid -anode distance/ 
grid pitch, (l - 19)/a is increased, the magnitude 
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of the maximum between the grid wires rises 
until it is itself a maximum and then falls again, 
the maximum in this case occurring when 
(la - 19)/a = 0.65. This is made clearer by refer- 
ence to Fig. 4, in which the dotted curve shows 
the variation with (la - 18)/a in current density 
in the mid -plane between the grid wires ; i.e., 
along the line AB, Fig. I. 

Quite obviously the value of (la - 10)1a = 0.65, 
which gives a maximum in this curve, corres- 
ponds to the case when the focus of the electron 
beam is in the plane of the anode or, of course, 
the screen, had the valve been a tetrode. It is 
interesting to note that, with the electrode geo- 
metry corresponding to this point, the position 
of the focus as determined by Bull's method 
would have been at a distance o.45a from the 
grid plane. 

Now let us examine the variation in current 
density behind the grid wires, and in the plane 
of the anode of the experimental triode (i.e., 
along the line CD, Fig. I) as the anode -grid 
distance is varied. This current is given by the 
points X on the curves of Fig. 3, but is shown 
more clearly by the solid curve of Fig. 4, which 
has been plotted from Fig. 3. It will be seen 
that there is no minimum corresponding to the 
maximum occurring along AB, but rather that 
the current density increases progressively as 
the distance between grid and anode is increased. 
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Fig. 4. Variation of current density along the line 
AB of Fig. I (dotted curve) and along the line CD 

(solid curve). 

The implication of this is clearly that for minimum 
screen current, at least at zero grid voltage, the 
screen should be located as nearly as possible 
to the control grid, and not in the plane of the 
focus, as is frequently assumed. However, 
before considering this point further, the effect 
of varying the other valve dimensions will be 
described. 

Fig. 5 shows a family of curves similar to those 
of Fig. 4, plotted for various values of the grid - 
wire diameter/grid p:tch parameter d/a. It will 
be seen that the value of (1 - l)/a for which 
the beam focuses in the anode plane decreases 
as the grid -wire diameter is increased. This 
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Fig. 5. Variation of current density along the line 
AB (dotted curves) and along the line CD (solid 

curves) for various values of din. 

is also shown in Fig. 6, which shows the value of 
(l - l)/a for which the beam focuses in the 
anode plane versus the grid -wire diameter 
parameter d/a. 

The effect on the current density behind the 
grid wires is, as shown in Fig. 5, that for small 
values of (la - l)la the current density decreases 
with increasing wire diameter, while for large 
values of (la - 1)/a the reverse is the case. 

Fig. 7 shows another series of curves, also 
similar to Fig. 4, plotted for a constant grid -wire 
diameter, corresponding to d/a = 0.048 and for 
varying cathode -grid distances. It will be seen 
that the value of (la - 1)1a for focus in the anode 
plane is substantially independent of cathode - 
grid distance, but that the value of the current 
density maximum increases as the cathode -grid 
distance increases. It should be mentioned here 
that these maxima of current density may be 
quite appreciably in error, since the measuring 
slot has finite width, and this width may be 
greater than the width of the high -current - 
density part of the beam in cases where the focus 
is very sharp. 

In Appendix II an expression is developed 
for the focal length of the lens formed by the 
grid apertures, using a similar method to that 
used by Bull, but based on electrostatic con- 
siderations only. The simplicity of the expression 
obtained in this way draws attention to the fact 
that the dominant feature in determining the 
focal length at zero grid voltage is the ratio of 
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grid -wire diameter to grid pitch, a fact which is 
strikingly confirmed by the measurements. 

The expression obtained is 

f = 2fo[I+611 
where fo = log . . 

77 

a 

In Fig. 6 the calculated value of f is plotted as a 
function of d/a for 1/a = 0.75, the experimental 
results being shown for comparison. For reasons 
outlined in the appendix, the apparently good 
agreement between the calculated and measured 
values is probably due to a fortuitous cancellation 
of errors. 

The effect of change in cathode -grid distance 
on the current density behind the grid wires is 
also shown in Fig. 7. At small values of (la - l)la 
the current density decreases with increase of 
l,la, while with larger values of (la -10)1a, it 
increases with 1,/a. 
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An interesting series of curves is shown in Fig. 
8. These are similar to Fig. 3, and show the 
current -density distribution across the electron - 
beam section for thin grid wires. When the anode 
is very close to the grid [i.e., for (la - l,)/a 
small] the distribution of current is seen to take 
the shape of a double -humped curve. This provides 
additional confirmation, if any is necessary, 
that the lenses formed by the grid apertures 
have large aberrations, for it is clear that in this 
case the outer electrons of the beam are subject 
to a stronger lens action than those in the centre, 

resulting in a ` crowding ' of electrons at the outer 
edges of the beam. 

Let us now consider whether these results 
can be applied to the design of a practical valve 
with reduced screen current. The results apply 
only to zero grid voltage, of course, whereas ,in 
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Fig. 7. Variation of current density along the line 
All of Fig. I (dotted curve) and along the line CD 

(solid curves) for various values of 1,/a. 

20 25 

use the valve will normally have an alternating 
voltage applied to the grid, and it is the average 
screen current over the grid -voltage cycle which 
must be minimized. However, if we confine 
our attention to amplifiers in which the grid is 
not driven positive, the conditions for minimum 
average screen dissipation and minimum dis- 
sipation at the instantaneous current maximum 
would not be expected to be very different. 

It is clear from Figs. 3 and 4 that to intercept 
the minimum cathode current, the screen -grid 
wires should he as near to the control grid as 
possible. Reducing the control -grid -to -screen 
distance will also have the effect of reducing 
the grid -to -screen amplification factor of the 
valve, and since, in general, it will be necessary 
for the static characteristics of the valve to be 
within specified limits it will be necessary to 
correct this reduction in amplification factor 
by increasing the diameter of the grid wires. 
As shown in Fig. 5, if the grid -screen distance 
is less than the grid pitch, the effect of large 
diameter grid wires will be to reduce the screen 
current still further. Fig. 7 shows that, with 
large grid wires and small grid -screen distances, 
the screen current will not vary rapidly with 
cathode -grid distance, and hence this distance 
need depend only on the static characteristic 
requirements. 

The limit to the reduction in control -grid -to - 
screen distance is set by practical considerations. 
Also, when the cathode -grid distance is small, a 
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small grid -to -screen distance and large diameter 
grid wire result in non -uniformity of the field 
at the cathode and consequent increased curva- 
ture of the grid -volts -anode -current character- 
istics. 

It will be appreciated that even if these findings 
were applicable to positive grid voltages, they 
would not be of much value. A grid of large 
diameter wires operated at a positive voltage 
would itself intercept an intolerably high pro- 
portion of the cathode current. 
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Fig. 8. Variation of current density across beam 
section for thin grid wires and small value of to/a. 
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the current density flowing in the region in which 
the screen wire is located, and by the shape of 
the electrostatic field in the immediate vicinity 
of the screen wire. Spangenberg4, in a theoretical 
investigation of the positive -grid triode, has 
shown that in the case of equal grid and anode 
voltages the positive grid may be considered to 
intercept current over an area that normally 
lies between 1.25 and 1.8 of the projected area 
of the wire. It is possible that Spangenberg's 
method could be adapted to give an approximate 
solution for the tetrode, by considering the 
tetrode control -grid plane as the cathode of 
Spangenberg's triode, but since the method is 
based on electrostatic considerations only, it 
could not be used when the space -charge in the 
screen -anode region is appreciable. It could 
be applied, therefore, only to the case of small 
screen -to -anode distance and high anode voltage, 
and would not be valid in the more interesting 
case of the tetrode in which space -charge in the 
screen -anode region is used to suppress secondary 
emission from the anode. Furthermore, the 
process of treating the control grid as the electron 
source would be valid only for large grid -to - 
screen distances, whereas it has been proposed 
above that the method of reducing screen current 
is to reduce this distance. 

The other component of screen current (viz., 
that returned from the screen -anode region) 
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Fig. 9. Screen and anode currents of (a) valve similar to the Type 807 at 250-V screen -grid potential ; 
(b) valve with thicker grid wires and decreased grid -to -screen distance ; screen -grid potential= zoo V. 

Next let us consider whether the results of 
these experiments can be used to predict the 
screen current when the valve geometry is 
known. It is convenient to regard the screen 
current as consisting of two components, a forward 
component arriving from the cathode -grid region, 
and a reverse component consisting of electrons 
returned from the screen -anode region. The 
first -mentioned component will be determined by 

will depend only on conditions existing beyond 
the screen. In most beam tetrodes this component 
will predominate only at very low anode voltages, 
while the first -mentioned component will pre- 
dominate at high anode voltages. Any improve- 
ment effected by reducing the control -grid -to - 
screen distance will, therefore, be apparent 
mainly at high anode voltages. 

In order to verify the general conclusions 
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reached, the following exper;ment was carried 
out. A valve was made similar to the type 
807 beam power tetrode, but in which the ratio 
screen -grid distance/grid pitch was reduced 
from 1.49 to 0.58 and the grid -wire diameter 
was increased such that d/a was 0.192 instead 
of 0.096 for the normal valve. It was hoped 
in this way to make a valve having similar 
characteristics to the 807 in the negative -grid 
region, but with reduced screen current. In the 
modified valve, the screen current was 5.o mA at 
Va = 250 V, V91 = 0, la = 200 mA. (Ia set 
to 200 mA by adjusting the screen voltage), 
compared with ro mA for the normal valve. 
Owing to the fact that the increase in grid -wire 
diameter did not quite compensate for the de- 
crease in grid -screen distance, the anode current 
of 200 mA was obtained at a somewhat lower 
screen voltage than normal ; viz., 200 V instead 
of 250 V. This resulted in the space -charge 
conditions in the screen -anode space being 
altered with a consequent slight change in the 
shape of the anode-volts-anode-current curve. 
The characteristic curves of the modified and 
the normal valve are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 
(b) respectively for comparison. In the modified 
valve, some increase in the curvature of the 
grid-voltage-anode-current characteristic was 
noticeable. 

4. Conclusion 
These experiments have shown that some 

reduction in the screen current in an aligned - 
grid valve should be possible by the use of a 
smaller grid -to -screen distance than is common 
at present, provided this reduced spacing is not 
incompatible with conditions set by other charac- 
teristics of the valve. This conclusion is in accord 
with physical reasoning, for it is clear that there 
must be regions of very low current density 
immediately behind the control -grid wires, since 
the only electrons able to reach these regions- 
apart, of course, from those returned from the 
screen -anode space at low anode voltages-are 
those suffering deflections of nearly 90° at the 
control grid. 
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APPENDIX I 

Space -charge defocusing. 

This appendix is intended to show that defocusing 
of the electron beams, due to space charge, does not 
cause appreciable spreading of the beam. It is con- 

venient to consider the case of an aberration -free lens 
of such focal length that the beam would form a line 
focus in the plane of the screen in the absence of space - 
charge. The presence of space -charge will cause the 
beam to have finite thickness in the screen plane, and 
it is our aim to find this beam thickness. 

An electron will emerge from the grid plane with a 
velocity v8 given by 

v 2eVo 
. (2) 

where V° is the effective potential in the grid plane in 
electrostatic units. 

The electron then travels under the influence of an 
accelerating field towards the anode. This field will 
be assumed uniform and equal to 

C9 = la V°electrostatic units 

The distance travelled in time t is 

/zeV° e (Vo - V°) /2 
em ,/ in 

2 ni (ia le) 

so that the time to taken to reach the screen plane is 
given by 

(l l ) 
_zeV° 

2 

e (Vo - V°) t2 
a 1,) 

I1L Yl1 (la - l,) 

whence 

(4) 

(f) 

/2rra (N/Vo - 1/V°) (to - te) .. (6) ° _ e (Va - Va) 

Now the ' half -width ' yt of the beam at time t is given 
by Thompson and Headrich.5 Expressed in the symbols 
used here it is : 

.Yt = Y. - ve t+ 27r Ivz 
rn (to -4)2 (Va - V°)et\ 
e(Va-Vo)2 +va(la le)mJ 

r (17- V°)et 2rrl v.(lo-1,)2 m 

lob 
(1+ v,(la-1,)na) I,+ (Vo- V°)2 e 

(7) 

where yo is the initial ' half -width ' of the beam, 
I is the current in the beam per cm of beam breadth ; 

i.e., measured parallel to the cathode and to the grid 
wires, 

v is the initial velocity of the outermost electrons 
in a direction perpendicular to the grid wires and to the 
cathode face. 

If the focal length of the lens is such that, in the 
absence of space -charge, a line focus would be formed in 
the screen plane, 

yo = vv to 

Now substituting in (7) for v,, to, and v 
from (z), (6) and (8) and rearranging, 
we get 

2rrl. / 
2mVo 

(1. 10)2NN 

e 
ato = 

(Va - V°)2 

¡¡' 

[log . -I (9) 
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Hence the ratio total beam width/grid pitch 

= 2Yto/a 

_47r.Vz 2-e 
V.Va(1a-l9)4 (ß/11 `/V 

log 
a _1l 

-{ 1} Io - V V0)2 l/,[ g1/V, J 
( ) 

where J is the average current density over the cathode 
surface ; 

i.e.,J=I 
It is well known that 

e 1,13/2 

J 
97r 4m S2 

where VD is the effective anode potential of the so-called 
equivalent diode and S is the effective cathode -anode 
distance of this diode. 

(I2) 

The values of VD and S have been the subject of much 
discussion. It will be sufficiently accurate here to take 

VD=Vo+ Va/11 

and 

S=a+la/µ .. 

Substituting for'J from (12), (is) and (i4) and con- 
sidering the case when Va = o, we obtain 

(13) 

-a - 0)2 log a1` 2y/a -- ( 
= (1 - Vni V)2 (lo + la/µ)2 N Vo/ 

+N - Va 1J 

(14) 

(15) 

v2 can be obtained by Bull's method 1 or, alternatively, 
a 

from electrostatic considerations only, from Appendix II, 
equation (17). 

For example, when la = 3l, 
a=1a 

d/a = o.1 
then µ = Io.6 

and- Va/ Va = 0.0735 

so that 2y/a 0.042. 

It is thus clear that the beam spread, due to space - 
charge, is not sufficient to account for the values of 
screen current observed in practice. 

APPENDIX II 
Davisson & Calbick's equation for the focal length of 

a cylindrical electrostatic lens is 

I 2 e1 

f, 2 V,, 

where V, is the potential in the aperture, and ¿J and 
£2 are the fields on the entrance and exit sides of the 
lens respectively. 

. (16) 

The effective potential in the grid -plane of a parallel 
plane triode at zero grid voltage is given by 

10= Va 
1, .. (17) 

la +µ1a 
provided the interelectrode spacings are not small com- 
pared with the grid pitch. The relevant values of Eh and 
C'2 are those at the cathode and anode, respectively. 

Hence li = 
lao = la + µ 1, 

a- a 
Vo va 

and &2 = l - 1, \1 la+aµ lal 
(19) 

.. (i8) 

From (16), (17), (18) and (is), we obtain after simpli- 
fication 

fo 2 (la - la) 
. . 

µ 
For moderately thin grid wires, 

21ír (1a - la) 
µ 

I 

a log 
and 

2 sin - 
2a 

whence fo (-1 log 1 . = 
2 sui 

.. (20) 

(21) 

.. (22) 

2e 
In this expression f is the focal length of the lens 

formed by a grid aperture. This focal length is not the 
distance between the grid plane and the line focus of the 
beam, however, since, after leaving the lens region, the 
electrons travel along parabolic paths under the influence 
of a uniform accelerating field. 

The distance f from the lens to the point where the 
beam is shown Bull to be 

f=fa [1+4(lnfala) ( ,, 
-ill .. (23) 

[i+'1 -1". (la +µl/uJ-1)] 
(la - lo) \ a 

= fa [ 1 + ;; i° (25) 

f/a has been plotted versus d/a for 1,/a = 0.75 in Fig. 6, 
and it will be seen that there is reasonably good agree- 
ment with the measured figures. A possible explanation 
of this unexpected agreement is as follows :- 

In calculating f, V, was taken to be the average poten- 
tial in the grid plane, whereas the potential mid -way 
between the grid wires should have been used ; this, in 
the absence of space -charge, would be greater than the 
average potential. On the other hand, the effect of 
space -charge would be to reduce the potential between 
the grid wires, and thus the errors arising from the two 
sources are seen to be in opposite senses. 
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TRIPLET REFLECTOR ARRAY 
By R. W. Hogg, M.A., A.M.I.E.E. 

(Radio Department, Royal Air Force Establishment, Farnborough) 

SUMMARY.-The paper describes a reflector system using parasitic elements arranged in groups 
of three spaced a/8 apart. A theoretical discussion is given, and it is shown that the polar diagrams 
calculated theoretically are realized with a high degree of accuracy in practice. 

Most of the experimental work has been carried out at a wavelength of approximately 6 metres, 
though the theory is equally applicable to other wavelengths. 

In the paper comparisons are drawn between the proposed triplet -reflector arrays and the 
corresponding arrays having a single reflector element behind each driven element. The relation 
between reflector reactance required by theory and reflector length found in practice is discussed. 

1. Introduction 
URING the development of early -warning 
radar in the early years of the war, the 
author took part in the setting up of high - 

power transmitting aerials. The present suggested 
design of reflector system arose from a considera- 
tion of the difficult problem of minimizing the 
backward radiation from the transmitting -aerial 
systems used on the 50 -called CH radar stations. 
The object of the design was to obtain a reflector 
system less sensitive to frequency changes than 
those already in use and, therefore, demanding 
less strict tolerances in the cutting of reflector 
wires to length. Further, it was hoped to secure 
a better back-to-front ratio than was obtainable 
using arrays with single reflector elements. It 
was found, in fact, that no improvement over an 
array with single reflectors in perfect adjustment 
(a very critical state of affairs to achieve) was 
obtained, but that the adjustment of the triplet 
array was less critical and that the optimum 
conditions could be realized over a wider band 
of frequencies. 

2. Outline of C.H. and Triplet Arrays 
The CH -aerial system was constructed of units 

consisting of a horizontal half -wave dipole and 
parasitic reflector spaced o.r7a apart. The length 

2 AERIAL 
PARASITIC 
REFLECTOR 

o 

F O17ñ 

Fig. r. Horizontal ele- 
ments of CH system 

viewed end on. 

of the reflector was very critical and of the order 
of a/2 (Fig. I). Such units were stacked vertically 
at half -wave intervals to form arrays, the number 
of units in a stack being decided by the wave- 
length and the height of tower available. In 
practice this number varied between 4 and 12. 

It was suggested that an improvement in per- 
formance could be obtained by having three 
identical reflectors, spaced A/8 from one another 

MS accepted by the Editor, April 1949 

vertically, behind each ` excited ' element (Fig. 2). 
This is the basis of the triplet system, and these 
units can be stacked in the same way to form 
arrays. 

3. Theory of Single Stack Systems 
A detailed theoretical treatment of single- and 

two -stack arrays has recently been given by 
Walkinshaw.1 It is only necessary, therefore, to 
indicate briefly how the polar diagrams of such 
aerials are calculated in 
order that the method of 
calculation might be com- 
pared with that used for 
the triplet array. 

Fig. 2. End view of 
triplet reflector. 

F:... -,SITI.. o-f 
AERIAL C 

I,,? 
---I. I o I7\-'! 

3.1 Let us consider first the case of the single 
A/2 dipole and reflector in free space (Fig. 3) 
where :- 

Io = current in dipole 
II = current in reflector 
Zr = mutual impedance between dipole and 

reflector 
d = distance between dipole and reflector 
Z = self -impedance of reflector. 

If the e.m.f. induced in the reflector 
-IZ I 

Z 
mand i1ZrloZm=o 

hence 

to= -Zm = A /a say, where a = angle of 

lead of II on Io 

To calculate the shape of the polar diagram at 
any distant point P in the plane of the array 
[Fig. 3(b)], it is convenient to take the aerial 
current as unity with zero phase angle, and 
reflector current as A /or 

At P the lead of the reflector current on the 
aerial current is a - (27rd!A) cos B = ß, say. 
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Then the field at P is proportional to 
cos 0(i + A 03) 

= cos 0(i + A cos ß + jA sin ß) 

And the amplitude of the field strength is 
given by 

cos B '/i + 2A cos ß + A2 

The term cos 0 is used as an approximation 
to the polar pattern of a half -wave dipole 

cos (7r/2 sin 0) 
and is quite in keeping with the 

cos B 

order of accuracy that can be realized from any 
experimental polar diagrams of backward 
radiation. 

For thin wire half -wave elements Z is taken as 
8o + jX ohms. A family of polar diagrams can 
be plotted by altering the value of X ; i.e., by 
varying the length of the reflector. It is found 
that there is negligible change in the shape of 

the lobe of forward radiation as X is altered but 
that the backward radiation changes considerably 
both in value and lobe shape. 

0-Z, _01 

(a) 

0° 

LINE OF 
SHOOT 

dcosB 

(b) 

180° 

AL 

Fig. 3. Elevation (a) and plan (b) of single dipole 
and reflector. 

Three polar diagrams have been plotted (see 
Fig. 4) for X having the values + 40, + 6o, 
+ 8o ohms. From the graph of back-to-front 
ratio versus reflector 
reactance (Fig. 5), the 
condition for minimum 
radiation on the bearing 
180° can be seen to occur 
at X = 6o ohms. 

3.2 The single -stack trip- 
let -reflector system is treated in the same way 
as the above. 

Let Io = dipole current 
I1, I2 = currents in reflectors 

Zm1, Zm2, Z,n3, Zm4 = mutual impedances 
between the various elements as shown in 
Fig. 6. 

L = self -impedance of any of the reflectors 
(all identical). 

By equating the e.m.fs induced in the reflectors 
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0° 

Fig. 4. Theoretical polar diagram of single -stack 
array with single reflector. 

to the products of their respective currents and 
self -impedances, we find that 

O = IOZml+ I1(Z+ Zm4) + I2Zm3 

o = I0Znz2 + 2I1Zm3 + I2Z 
hence 

/, = ZZ,i - Zm2Zna3 
2 
= A 

1 0y. say 
I0 Z(Z + Zm4) - 2Z,32 

and 
I2 Lm2(Z + Zm4) - 2Z7n143 
I0 Z(Z + Zm4) - 2432 - A, /22, say. 

Putting ß1 = al - (2ird/A) cos 0, and fi2 = 22 

- (2'rd/A) cos B 

the shape of the horizontal polar diagram is 
readily seen to be given by the expression 
cos 0 (1 + 2A, /ßi + A 2 /N2) 

whose amplitude is 

cos O i./(1 + 2A 1 cos ß1 + A 2 cos ß2)2 + (2A, sin ß, + A, sin N2)2 

For ease of numerical evaluation this can be written 

Z 2A r 

{l2A 

1 

A2 A., A2 
A2 cos e/ -+ 1 cos ß1 A- cos ß2 + - sin ß1 

° 06 

~< 

4 0s 

1 2 

+ sin ß21I 

04 
o 

° ó 20 40 60 BO 100 120 

REFLECTOR REACTANCE IN OHMS (+jx) 

Fig. 5. Back -to front ratio of single slack with 
single reflector. 

Back-to-front ratio versus reflector reactance 
is plotted in Fig. 7 and three selected polar 
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diagrams in Fig. S. As might be expected there 
is a marked decrease in backward radiation by 
employing three reflectors instead of one, but 
more noteworthy is the increase in bandwidth, 
for nowhere does the backward radiation exceed 
0.3 of the maximum forward radiation within the 
range of reflector reactances + 8o to + 200 ohms. 
This compares very favourably with the 4o -ohm 
tolerance permissible on the single -stack reflector 
system to keep the back-to-front ratio down 
to 0.35. 

!1 

Zml3\ 
-OI °-ZmzI 

Zm4 
ó 

o° 

LINE OF 
SHOOT 

dcos8 

le° 

2A,/0C1 

(a) (b> A0 /9L2 
Fig. 6. Elevation (a) and plan (b) of dipole and 

triplet reflector. 

4. Two -Stack Arrays 
It will be seen from an examination of the polar 

diagrams calculated by Walkinshaw that the 
behaviour of two -stack arrays differs in several 
important respects from that of a single -stack 
array. The behaviour of arrays with a larger 
number of elements, however, has been shown 
to approximate very closely to that of the two 
stack. Calculations, therefore, have been limited 
to arrays having two stacks and the comparison 
which follows is between such arrays having 
single and triplet reflectors. 

05 

80 120 160 

REFLECTOR REACTANCE IN OHMS (+/-x) 
Fig. 7. Rack -to -front ratio of single stack 

triplet reflector. 

200 

with 

4.1 Two -stack Single Reflector Array 
The various currents and mutual impedances 

are as shown in Fig. 9. Then, as before 
o = IOZm1 + Z2 + 11(Z + Zm,a3) 

hence 

I1_ Zm1 +Zm2_ 
IO Z + Znr3 

ALa 

and the field strength at any angle O (in the 
horizontal plane) to the line of shoot is pro- 
portional to cos O ,/i + 2A cos ß + A2, where ß 
has the same significance as in Section 3. 

Some calculated backward polar diagrams are 
shown in Fig. io. The back-to-front ratio 
deteriorates far more rapidly than for a single - 
stack array as X deviates from its optimum 
value (see Fig. II). For values of X not far off 
optimum, the ratio is much smaller than can be 
obtained with a single stack ; e.g., a ratio less 
than 0.12 is maintained over the reactance range 

j40 to + j6o ohms. 
Another feature which does not occur with 

single -stack arrays is the appearance of the 
so-called ` clover -leaf ' pattern, obtained when 
X = 40 ohms. The backward radiation is split 
into three lobes having equal maxima. 

60° 

9 

30° 0° 
>l ,i,-- 1 

FIELD STRENGTH RELATIVE ,, 
TO THAT AT 0° ® ' I, i ,I 1í$', 11 ffj 

111 , We. ;¡ jlljj ,11í ' ak_ nitH/I . /i:: + il qWo -- REFLECTOR 
200 I..I'1 i / 

REFLECTOR REACTANCE +./ 1a6/ :', . , 
._ REFLECTOR REACTANCE +j BO 

\ . 
04 \ X \/ \/ /\l i 

1200 180° 120° 

Fig. 8. (Above) Theo- 
retical polar diagram 
of single stack with 

triplet reflector. 

Fig. 9. (Right) Elevation 
of two -stack single -re- 

flector array. 

To 

o 

1 - 
AERIALS 

30" 

60° 

900 

Zml oll 

Zm3 

oZI 

REFLECTORS 

In suppressing backward radiation the field 
strength at 18o° is no longer the only criterion, 
for once the clover -leaf pattern has been reached 
any further increase in length (i.e., of inductive 
reactance) of the reflectors causes the maximum 
value of the side lobes to rise above the value 
at 180°. 

4.2 Two -stack Triplet Reflector Array 
The additional reflectors in the triplet system 

complicate considerably the mathematics involved 
in calculating the polar diagrams. It is fortunate 
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that it has been found that multiple -stack arrays 
approximate very closely as regards polar 
diagram, to two -stack arrays. Certainly this has 
only been verified for arrays using single reflectors, 
but there is no reason to believe that the behaviour 
would be different for arrays having triplet 
reflectors. The numerical evaluation of the polar 
diagram of an array having more than two stacks 
of triplet reflectors would be extremely com- 

plicated and tedious. 
The currents, mutual impedances and the 

vertical spacing are shown in Fig. 12. The other 
dimensions are as given in Fig. 2. 

For reflectors I, 2 and 3, we find, by equating 
the induced e.m.fs to the products of the re- 

spective reflector currents and self impedances, 
that :- 

O = IO(Zm2 + Lm7) i 11(Z + Lr.11) 
+ I2(Zm3 + Zm10) + I3(Zm4 + 4,9) 

O = 4,(Zm1 + Zm6) + I1(Zm3 + Zm10) 

+ I2(Z +Zm9) + I3(Zm3 + Zm8) 

O = IO(Zm2 + 4,5) + I1(Zm4 + Zm9) 

+ I2(Zºn3 + Zm8) + I3(Z + 4,4) 
For brevity, putting 

Z + Zmii 
Z ßn3 + Zm10 

Zm2 + Zm7 
we obtain from the equations above, the following relationships : 

I1 CDH - CKF - DEJ EGK + FGJ - HC2 
A Ì D CF2 -}- BG2 + DE2 - BCD - 2EFG 

I2 BDJ - BGK - DEH EFK -{- FGH - JF2 
`f CF2--BG2+ DE2 - BCD -2EFG =2ia2 

I3 BCK - BGJ - CFH EFJ + EGH - EK2 

ID CF2-BG2+ DE2 - BCD -2EFG -A3/ a3 

These are shown plotted against reflector 

150° 180° 150° 
I l 

FIELD STRENGTH RELATIVE 

2 
TO THAT AT 0° 

l b 

30 l 

/0'12 
120° ,.. , , R- EFLECTOR REACTANCE +j40\ 120° 

41111,4 .# >104 

eandiffelf4 eriin 
i_ iern 

*4* ``D12 4 =`7 REACTANCE +J 50 

REFECTOR REACTANCE +f60 t / 
150° 180° 

Fig. io. Theoretical polar diagrams of two -stack array 
with single reflectors. 

is less than 0.17 from j8o to 
j140 [see Figs. 13(d) and 141. 

For the two -stack single - 
reflector system this ratio is 
only less than 0.17 between 
the limits of reflector re- 
actance j35 and j50, while 
between the limits j3o and 
j6o it is less than 0.2. 

The ` clover leaf ' patterns 
are almost identical in the 
two cases with a back-to- 
front ratio of about 0.12, the 

main difference being that a reflector reactance 
equal to + jgo ohms is required for the triplet 
array whereas j4o ohms is required for the array 
using single reflectors. 

120° 

B 
=E 
=H 

Z Zn,9=C Z +Zm4=D 
Zn,4 + Zm9 = F Zm3 + 4,8 = G 

Znal + Zm6 = J Zm2 + 4,5 = K 

reactances in Fig. 13. 

Defining the angle O as shown in Fig. i2(b) ; 

and ßi, ß2, ß3, by the equations 
ßl = oci - (27rd/a) cos O 

ß2, = a2 - (gird/a) cos O 

ß3, = OC3 -- (27rd/a) cos O 

we find that the field strength at P is proportional/ 
to cos e(I + A, Lß,+A2 LA+A3HN3). 
The amplitude is given by 

cos 9\/(I + EA cos ß)2 + (EA sin ß)2 

Theoretical polar diagrams evaluated by means 
of this expression are shown in Fig. 14. In 
general a close similarity exists between these 
polar diagrams and those of the two -stack single - 
reflector systems but with this difference : there 
is a marked increase in bandwidth in the case of 

the triplet system. 
The ratio of the maximum field strength of the 

largest backward lobe to that of the forward lobe 

17, 

° 0-3 

02 

01 

1 

CLOVER 
LEAF 

0=120° 

0 180° 

020 30 40 50 60 70 BO 

90° 

120° 

REFLECTOR REACTANCE IN OHMS (+jX) 

Fig. ii. Back-to-front ratio two -stack single - 
reflector array. 

5. Reactance and Length of a Parasitic 
Element 

The question at once arises as to the connection 
between reflector length and its reactance, for in 

the construction of an array it is the physical 
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dimensions that need to be known. Now reflector 
length can be adjusted experimentally until the 
polar diagram of minimum radiation at 18o° is 
realized. A further shortening can then be 
effected so as to obtain the clover -leaf pattern. 
This change of length, therefore, is equivalent to 
the difference in reactance given by theory 
between these two well-defined points. Hence it 
is possible to work out the non -reactive length of 
a reflector and also the change of reactance per 
I% change in length (referred to .1/2 for con- 
venience) of reflector. 

The results of performing this calculation for 
the two -stack arrays under consideration is given 
in Table I. 

011 

I Zm2 m1 o 31 , 

Zm1 jlZm 
Zme 

°I3 49 

Ä 

(a) oÍ 

Fig. 02 (above). Elevation 
(a) and plan (b) of two - 
stack triplet -reflector 

array. 

Fig. 13 (right). Current 
ratios A1, A2 and A3 
and phase angles x1, a2, 
a3 of two -stack triplet - 
reflector array are given 
in (a), (b) and (c), 
with the back-to-front 

ratio in (d). 

It is interesting to com- 
pare these results with 
those given by ordinary 
line theory. Z0, the 
characteristic impedance of 
a parasitic element, can 
be expressed by the for- 
mula :- 

j 
Zo = 120 

[loge (l) - 1] 
a 

where l = length of re- 
flector 
and a = radius of reflec- 
tor wire or tube.' 

Type of Two - 
Stack Array 

TABLE I 

Non -reactive 
length 

Change of react- 
ance per i g 

change in length 

Triplet reflector. . 

Single reflector .. 

°- 48 

0.455A 

14.() ohms 

7.2 ohms 

In the arrays used experimentally all elements 
were made of Zoo lb/mile copper wire having a 
diameter of o.ii inch. This gives Z0 = 800 
approximately for the 6 -metre band. 

If X is the reactance of an element measured 

at its centre then l( A) 
_ ,rZ o 

d cos B 

whence a reactance change of 12.5 
ohms per I% change in reflector 
length is quickly evaluated for the 
case under consideration. 

Clearly this reactance change 
180° should be a constant for arrays of 

the same Z0. The inconsistency of 
the results may be in part due to 
the limitations of the sinosoidal 
theory which assumes that the phase 

LINE OF 
SHOOT 

AI¡«I of the current along each wire is 
A2/«2 constant, a state of affairs which 
A3/«3 (b) certainly is not true. Good agree- 

(a) 
130° 

(h) 
140° 

at 

a1 

120° al 130° aZ 

0-30 0 40 

A, 0.25 110° Ai 035 120° 
AI Az 

02050 
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0 3050 
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0 16 
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ment however, between theory and practice in 
this respect has been obtained in the case of 

aerials made of tubing ; i.e., having a much 
lower value of Z0.3 

120° 

9 

120° 

was o.i7A. Vertical spacing between dipoles was, 
of course, A/2. 

It will be noticed here that the approximation 
was made of comparing these experimental polar 

150° 180° I`0° TRIPLE REFLECTOR ARRAY 

e` LECTOR e:.' ' , \ //A liaj1t¡,. ::án!! .-- --.e yi` ' ''' ;1%,. iii¡1 
, '..: REFECTOR REACTANCE +J140 / 

FIELD STRENGTH RELATIVE 
TO THAT AT 0° 

150° 180' IS0° 

Fig. 14. Theoretical polar diagram of two -stack 
triplet -reflector array. 

6. Experimental Work 
A two -stack triplet -reflector array constructed 

from zoo lb/mile copper wire was rigged at a 
mean height of about 3oft, on a light wooden 
tower erected on a flat site. Effective shortening 
of the reflectors due to insulators was avoided 
by bending small hooks at the ends of the wire 
elements and tensioning them in position with 
fine string. 

A five -watt c.w. transmitter was used to 
energize the array and reception was carried out 
at points round a circle 8o yards in radius, using 
a horizontal half -wave dipole mounted on a pole 
about o.6À above ground. The array was con- 
structed for a nominal wavelength of 5.9 m, 
reflector length was 3.01 m(-o.5iA), and hori- 
zontal spacing between dipoles and reflectors 

120° 

120° 

150° 0° 

SINGLE REFLECTOR ARRAY 

150° 

FIELD STRENGTH RELATIVE !- 
TO THAT AT O° gale 

, FREQUENCY 50.4 Mcls 

FREQUENCY 51 Mtls ,.l' REFLECTOR LENGTH=O.482Á 120° 

REFLECTOR LENGTH -0-512A I.t,, kfle We*!tile 

:e211' 44°4 *W 
ReP",1 rif41.4*1 000; dir4g112111 **AM 

120° 

>10 e.í`!., , 
FREQUENCY 5208 s ßí.r.1 

X 

MCIs 
'REFLECTOR LENGTH -052À MR 

Fig. 15. Experimental 
being at a mean height 
the single reflector the 

and other dimensions 
when A = 5.9 no. For 
the reflector length was 

sions were as 

polar diagrams, the arrays 
of 3A/2 above ground. For 
reflector length was o.487A 
were as in Figs. t and 3 

the triplet, when A = 5.9 Rn, 

o.51Á and the other dimen- 
in Figs. 2 and 12. 

diagrams with those calculated for the aerial 
system in free space. This is done to avoid 
unwieldy complications to the theory, and should 
not involve big errors in practice because 

(a) the height of the experimental aerial 
system above earth was sufficient to render 
mutual coupling with its images relatively 
small, 

TABLE II 

Type of 
Array 

Two -stack 
Triplet 

Reflector 

Frequency of 
Polar Diagram 

(Mc/s) 

Back (180°) to Front (o°) 
Ratio of Signal Strength 

Theoretical 

Two -stack 
Single 

Reflector 

51 
(clover leaf) 

52.08 

0.122 

0.044 

Experimental 

Reflector 
Length 

Reflector 
Reactance 
Theoretical 

Change in 
React. per 1 

change in 
length (based 

on A/2) (S2) 

0.17 approx. 

Not measured 

o.512A 

o.52A 

+ 190 

+ 7120 
14.9 

50.55 
(clover leaf) 

51.5 
(min. 18o-) 

0.123 

0.062 

0.07 approx. 

0.04 

o.482A 

o.489A 

+ 940 

+150 
7.2 
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(b) the distance between transmitting and 
receiving aerials was sufficient for expecting 
reasonable correspondence between the hori- 
zontal polar diagrams measured and those 
calculated for free -space conditions. 
Polar diagrams in a back quadrant were 

measured at : 

(I) 52.08 Mc/s, which was expected to 
represent minimum 18o° radiation, but from 
the presence of the small lobe at 180° (see 
Fig. 15) appears to be 0.5 Mc/s low in frequency; 

(2) 51 Mc/s, which is the clover -leaf pattern. 
A measurement of back-to-front ratio was also 

made at this frequency. 
Results are given in Table II together with 

those obtained for the single -reflector two -stack 
system by way of comparison ; the polar diagrams 
are plotted in Fig. 15. From these results the 
bandwidth comparison given in Table III for 
two -stack arrays at the nominal wavelength of 
5.9 metres was calculated. 

TABLE III 

Equivalent 
change in 

Fre- Altering polar Reflector 
Type of quenc y Diagram pattern length to 
Array Shift 

(Mc/s) 
give same 
alterations 

From To (cm) 

Two -stack 
Triplet 

I.5 Clover 
leaf 

Min. ISo' 
radiation 

9 

Reflector 

Two -stack 
Single 

I Clover 
leaf 

Min. 18o° 
radiation 

5.9 

Reflector 

7. Conclusion, 
Theory would indicate that, for a given 

standard of performance, the bandwidth of the 
triplet system should be well over twice that of 
the ordinary single reflector system, but the 
experimental evidence available did not bear 
this out. Whereas, the change in reflector 
reactance per 1% change in length was, in the 
case of the triplet -reflector array, not far removed 
from the theoretical value of 12.5, it was, in the 
case of the single -reflector system, little more 
than half this theoretical value. Further experi- 
mental work might throw light on this dis- 
crepancy but as it stands the triplet shows an 
increase in bandwidth of the order of 50% over 
the single -reflector system, or, putting in figures 
at A = 6 m, a workable band of 3 Mc/s as opposed 
to 2 Mc/s for a two -stack array of the single - 
reflector type. 
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FIXED H-ADCOCK DIRECTION FINDER 
FOR V.H.F.T 

By B. G. Pressey, Ph.D., M.Sc. (Eug.), A.M.LE.E. and G. E. Ashwell, B.Sc. 

(Communication from the National Physical Laboratory) 

SUMMARY.-The paper describes an investigation into the practicability of the fixed type of 

H -Adcock direction finder for use at very high frequencies (3o -too Mc/s) under conditions in which 

the aerial system is remote from the operator. The experimental equipment consisted essentially of 

two crossed H -Adcock aerials mounted on a wooden tower to m high. The aerial system was connected 

by r.f. transmission lines to a goniometer and receiver situated in a hut near the base of the tower. By 

making adjustments to the length of the transmission lines and their point of connection to the aerial 

feeders a high instrumental accuracy was obtained on signals of mixed as well as vertical polarization. 
The sensitivity was such that bearings with a silent swing of 5° could be taken on field strengths 
varying between 0.5 and 14 µy/in over the frequency range. 

1. Introduction 
FOR many applications of v.h.f. direction 

finders it is important that the aerial 
system should be situated at some distance 

from the operator. One particular group of 

applications is that in which the aerials must be 
erected at an appreciable height above ground 
level in order that they shall be clear of obstacles 
on the site which would seriously impair their 
performance. A direction finder on board 
ship is a specific example. It was the use of the 
H -Adcock system in such cases which was the 
object of the investigations described in this 
paper. 

At the time when this work was started ( June 
1942) the Adcock systems which had been 
developed for this frequency range were of the 
rotating type.' For several reasons, such as 
the serious effect of wind resistance and moment 
of inertia of the aerials on the performance of 

the remote driving arrangements, this type 
of direction finder was considered unsuitable 
for the present application. An investigation 
was therefore made into the practicability of 

the fixed aerial type erected in an elevated 
position at a distance of 20 m or more from the 
operating point. 

The experimental system described consisted 
essentially of two crossed H -Adcock aerials 
mounted on the top of a io -m wooden tower. 
The aerials were connected by r.f. transmission 
lines to a goniometer and receiver situated in a 
hut near the base of the tower. The frequency 
range was limited by the receiver to 27-85 Mc 's. 

2. Description 
2.1 Aerial System. 

The aerial system was supported on a wooden 
framework which was mounted in the centre 

MS accepted by the Editor, June 1949 

of a platform at the top of the tower. Each 
of the two aerial pairs consisted of two verticrl 
dipoles 1.6-m long, spaced I -m apart and inter- 
connected by a screened horizontal feeder. 
Dipoles having a cross-sectional area large 
compared with their length were used so as to 
reduce the variation of their impedance with 
frequency. The diameter was 9 cm giving a 
ratio of diameter to length of 0.0J5. The resonant 
frequency was 73 Mc/s. The horizontal feeders 
consisted of two concentric r.f. cables of 70-52 
characteristic impedance and 2.6 m in length. 
When the system was first erected the cables 
were made as short as possible (1.2 m) but it 
was found that the natural resonance of the 
aerial pair occurred within the operating fre- 
quency range. Satisfactory operation was im- 
possible in the region of this resonance and it 
was necessary to lengthen the feeders so that 
the resonance occurred outside the range at a 

frequency of approximately 27 Mc/s. 
The transmission lines from the aerial system 

to the receiver consisted, like the horizontal 
feeders, of a pair of 7o-12 concentric cables and 
were 23 m long. The lines were connected directly 
to the mid -points of the feeders in the manner 
shown in Fig. 1. In order to facilitate the adjust- 
ment of the actual point of connection when 
balancing the aerial system, the central portion 
of the feeders consisted of two thick brass wires 
bent into semi -circles and mounted on either 
side of a block of insulating material as shown 
in Fig. 2. The diameter and spacing of the 
wires were so chosen that the characteristic 
impedance of the feeders was maintained. 
Connection of the lines to these wires was effected 
through two rotatable contact arms. The lower 
ends of the lines terminated on the field -coil 
terminals of the goniometer and a 200-12 resistor, 
centre -tapped to earth, was connected in parallel 
for the purpose of damping line resonances. 
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The cables used for the feeders and lines had 
lead sheaths which were carefully bonded to each 
other and earthed at the foot of the tower. 
2.2 Goniometer. 

The goniometer was of the inductive type 
with electrostatically -screened field coils and a 
relatively high coupling factor. A full des- 
cription of the instrument and of its performance 
is given elsewhere.2 

E -W AERIAL 
PAIR 

Fig. s. General arrange- 
ment of system. 

FROM 

N -S AERIAL 
PAIR 

RECE WER 

GONIOMETER 

2.3 Receiver. 
The receiver was a commercial type, the 

Plessey RL85, covering a frequency band of 
27-85 Mc/s in three ranges. Certain improve- 
ments to the screening were found to be necessary 
in order to reduce stray pick-up. The goniometer 
search coil was connected by a length of twin 
screened cable (Z0 = ioo S2) to the range switch 
in the grid circuit of the first r.f. stage and was 
made as short as possible so as to avoid any 
resonance of the search -coil circuit within the 
operational frequency band. 

3. Aerial Balance Adjustments 
Although the aerial system was constructed to 

be mechanically symmetrical and the trans- 
mission lines were cut to equal lengths, the 
electric symmetry and equality were not corres- 
pondingly good. It was necessary, therefore, to 
make adjustments to the aerials and the lines 
in order that the system should give the optimum 
performance. The adjustments may be con- 
veniently divided into two sections, those for the 
reduction of ' antenna effect ' and those for the 
reduction of polarization error. 
3.1 Reduction of Antenna Effect. 

Measurement of the antenna effect of each 
aerial pair was made with the aid of a trans- 

mitter with a short vertical aerial. The trans- 
mitter was set up on a portable tower at a distance 
of about 5 m from the direction finder and at the 
same height. This arrangement was adopted so 
as to minimize site errors which were appreciable 
when the transmitter was placed on the ground 
at a distance of 40 m. The transmitter aerial 
was set carefully on a line normal to the plane 
of the aerial pair under examination. The error 
in bearing was measured over the frequency range 
at intervals of z Mc/s and plotted against fre- 
quency. A typical curve for a well-balanced 
system is shown in Fig. 3. The error curve 
has two principal components, one varying slowly 
with frequency, as indicated by the broken line, 
and the other having the form of rapid fluctuations 
with a period of between 2 and 4 Mc/s. The 
former component is due mainly to asymmetry 
of the aerial pair and the latter to unbalance 
in the transmission line. 

The aerial adjustments for the reduction of 
antenna effect were made in two stages ; first, 
to the lengths of the line cables, and secondly 
to the position of the point of connection of the 
lines to the feeders. 

When the direction finder was originally set up 
screened twin cables were used for the line and 
the error curve fluctuations were found to be of 
the order of 5° in z Mc/s. By the addition of 
balancing impedances between the conductors and 
the sheath of the cable at its lower end it was 
possible to reduce this error to reasonable 
proportions at a particular frequency but the 

CONTACT ARMS Fig. 2. Aerial balance 
adjuster. 

CABLES FROM 
W AERIAL 

CABLES TO 

GONIOMETER 

CABLES FROM 

E AERIAL 

balance did not hold at other frequencies. The 
substitution of two concentric cables in place of 
the twin cable enabled the relative lengths of 
the two cables to be adjusted by cutting until 
the amplitudes of the error fluctuations were 
reduced over the whole frequency range to the 
order of those shown in Fig. 3. 

Aerial balance was achieved by moving the 
two line tapping points together along the 
feeders until the electrical centre point was 
found. The adjustment was most critical at 
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frequencies near the resonance of the aerial pair 
(27 Mc/s), a movement of i mm causing a change 
of about I° in the bearing error. Thus adjustment 
for minimum error on a frequency in this region 
produced the most satisfactory balance through- 
out the range. 

+2° 

W ° 

-Z 

4 

30 40 50 60 70 

FREQUENCY (McO) 

Fig. 3. L"aviation. of aerial balance with frequency 
for N-S aerial pair. Full line = measured errors 

broken line mean errors curve. 

80 

3.2 Polarization Error 
In order to minimize the horizontal pick-up of 

the aerials it is necessary that the aerials be 
electrically symmetrical about the horizontal 
plane containing the feeders. This symmetry 
was obtained by further adjustment of the 
connection points of the lines to the feeders in 
the same manner as has been used on h.f. direction 
finders. 3 

As in the case of the antenna -effect adjustments 
the aerial pairs were balanccd in turn using a 
local transmitter sited on the line normal to the 
plane of the aerial pair. The transmitter had a 
dipole aerial capable of rotation in the vertical 
plane parallel to that of the d.f. aerials. Thus it 
was possible to introduce a horizontally -polarized 
component into the incident wave and measure 
the resultant change in bearing and swing. The 
dipole aerial was situated at a height of 4 m 
above the ground and at a distance of 46 m 
from the direction finder. Measurements over 
the frequency range showed peak values at 
73 Mc/s (dipole resonance) and at 27 Alois 
(aerial -pair resonance), the latter being con- 
siderably greater. Accordingly, the two con- 
nection points of the lines were moved in opposite 
directions along the feeders, their mean position 
(controlling the antenna effect) remaining the 
same, until the error and swing at this frequency 
reached a minimum value. The adjustment was 
as critical as that for antenna effect, the error 
changing at a rate of approximately 2°/mm. 

When the adjustments had been completed for 
both antenna effect and polarization error the 
contact arms were soldered in position to prevent 
further movement and to ensure a good contact. 

3.3 Balance Between Aerial Pairs 
When each aerial pair had been separately 

balanced it was necessary to make a further 

adjustment so that the terminal voltages of the 
two transmission lines should bear the correct 
relation to each other. For this purpose the test 
transmitter was set up as for the antenna -effect 
adjustments but at 45° azimuth. Short lengths 
were then cut off both cables of one of the lines 
until the rapid fluctuations in the bearing error,' 
frequency curve reached minimum amplitude. 

4. Performance Measurements 
When all adjustments to the aerials and lines 

were finished, complete measurements of the 
instrumental accuracy and sensitivity were made. 

4.1 Instrumental Accuracy 
A bearing calibration of the direction finder for 

vertically -polarized waves was made at fre- 
quencies of 31, 45, 6o and So Mc/s. The test 
transmitter was set up at a distance of 5 m in 
the same manner as for the balance adjustments 
and the d.f. aerial system was rotated in steps 
of approximately II°, readings of bearing being 
taken at each position. For the reason explained 
below, it was decided to eliminate the effects 
of the rapid fluctuations of bearing with fre- 
quency, by making measurements on a group of 
three frequencies separated by i Mc s and 
centred on each of the frequencies stated above. 
The mean value of the three readings was used 
in plotting the error curves, two of which, those 
for 31 and 6o Mc s, are shown in Fig. 4. 

+2 

o 

1..rmairkvaw 13111M 
IMMURE \r\, i% , 

MEN - 
90 

IJ E 

180° 
s 

270° 
W 

AZIMUTH 

Fig. 4. Measured calibration curves. 

As stated in Section 3.1, the reason for locating 
the transmitter very close to the direction finder 
was the elimination of site error. It is possible, 
however, to introduce calibration errors due to 
the proximity of the transmitter, the magnitude 
of which have been examined by Ross.4 It can 
be shown that in the present case the principal 
error is octantal having a maximum value of 
about + 0.2° over the whole frequency range. 

The total errors indicated by the curves of 
Fig 4 are the sum of the errors due to aerial 
spacing, aerial unbalance, line asymmetry and 
goniometer imperfections. The maximum value 
of the octantal-spacing error varied from o.3° at 
3o Mc/s to I.S° at 85 Mc/s and the goniometer 
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N 

errors at 31 and 6o Mc is are shown by the full -line 
curves of Fig. 5. 

Subsequent to the making of these calibrations, 
considerable improvements in goniometer per- 
formance were effected as indicated by the 
broken line curves of Fig. 5. Unfortunately it 
was not possible to repeat the calibrations, in 
order to determine whether there was an overall 
improvement, but an examination of Figs. 4 
and 5 will show that, had this been possible, 
smoother calibration curves would have been 
obtained. 

+2° 

0 

2° 

31Mc/s 

+2°-60 tic/4 

0 

2° 

- BEFORE MODIF CATION 

----- AFTER MODIFICATION 

»RAJA& 
0° 90° 

E 

I80° 
s 

AZIMUTH 

270° 
W 

Fig. 5. Goniometer error curves. 

0° 

N 

The method which has been used in obtaining 
the above calibrations effectively eliminates the 
rapid fluctuations of error with frequency which 
are evident in Fig. 3. Examination of this curve 
shows that in general it would be impracticable 
to correct for this error on account of the large 
number of correction curves which would be 
required. Under special conditions of operation, 
such as operation over a limited sector of fre- 
quency range, however, the use of complete 
correction curves might be practicable. But, for 
normal operation of the direction finder, the 
presence of these rapidly fluctuating errors must 
be accepted and correction made only for the 
slowly varying errors. From measurements made 
during the course of development it is possible 
to estimate the limit of accuracy due to this 
uncorrected error for various types of trans- 
mission line. Thus, Table i shows the highest 
accuracy which can be expected under various 
line conditions. 

TABLE I 

Transmission -Line Condition Limiting 
Accuracy 

Twin cable; mechanically equal lengths 
Pair of concentric cables, mechanical- 

ly equal lengths . 

Pair of concentric cables, cut to 
electrically equal lengths before 
installation 

Pair of concentric cables, balanced 
in situ . . 

i6° 
-4° 

U 

80 

The error of the direction finder for a wave 
containing a horizontally -polarized component 
was measured in the manner described in Section 
3.2 with the transmitter placed in line with 
each aerial pair in turn. From the measured 
bearing error and swing the total polarization 
error (i.e., the maximum error obtained when 
the horizontal and vertical components have 
the appropriate phase relations) was calculated 
in the manner already described in a previous 
paper by one of the authors.5 

The set up of the transmitter was such that 
the ratio of the horizontal and vertical com- 
ponents of the field at the d.f. aerials, which 
had been measured prior to the installation of 
the aerial system, varied between 5 and 6 over 
the frequency range. In order to express 
the results in a rational manner the measured 
errors were converted to the values which would 
be obtained with a wave arriving in a horizontal 
direction and having a ratio of horizontal to 
vertical field components of unity. The total 
error under these conditions and with the trans- 
mitter in line with one aerial pair is shown in 
Fig. 6. The small peak value at 72 Mc/s and the 
high values below 3o Mc/s are associated with 
the dipole resonance and the aerial -pair resonance 
respectively. The average error of 0.4° corres- 
ponds to a ratio of horizontal to vertical pick-up 
factors of 0.007. 

2° 

P 

0 30 40 50 60 70 

FREQUENCY (M, ) 

Fig. 6. Variation of polarization error with frequency 
for E-IV aerial pair. Angle of polarization = 45° .' 

angle of incidence = 90° to vertical. 

4.2 Sensitivity 
The overall sensitivity of the system is ex- 

pressed in terms of the field strength of a c.w. 
signal on which a bearing could be taken with a 
silent swing of ±5°, an audible output being 
obtained by using the internal beat oscillator of 
the receiver. A transmitter with a vertical 
aerial provided a signal of known field strength 
at the d.f. aerials. Only one aerial pair was 
used for this measurement, the transmitter being 
set up in line with it, and by connecting a signal 
generator to the unused goniometer field coil 
it was possible to inject into the receiver a 
voltage equal to that produced by the radiated 
field. By reducing the generator output until 
just sufficient for a bearing with a ±5° swing to 
be taken, the level of the minimum field strength 
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relative to that actually incident on the aerials 
was determined. The measurements were made 
at intervals over the frequency range and the 
results are plotted in Fig. 7. The large increase 
in sensitivity at 70 Mc/s is due chiefly to the 
improved impedance match between dipoles and 
feeders at the resonance of the former. 

30 40 50 , 60 70 

FREQUENCY (Mc/4) 

Fig. 7. Field strength of c.w. signal for = 5° silent 
swing. 

5. Operational Performance 
The equipment has been operated on routine 

observations of signals from c.w. and pulse trans- 
mitters at distance of 6 to ioo km with satisfac- 
tory results. 

As the main purpose of the investigation was 
the development of the equipment and the 
determination of its performance as an instru- 
ment, no great care was taken in choosing a site 
that would be suitable for observations on distant 
transmitters. Thus it was found that when 
taking bearings in connection with the above 
observations appreciable site errors were present. 
For instance, the bearing of a transmitter 6 km 
distant showed a variation with frequency of 
2°-3° and varied at a rate of up to 2° for a 

frequency change of 0.1 Mc/s. With trans- 
missions on 47 Mc/s from a distance of 35 km 
the bearings showed a variation of q° for a fre- 
quency change of 1.o Mc/s. Even on a good site, 
the errors due to the site will rarely be less than 
about I° to 2°, so that the instrumental accuracy 
which has been achieved is quite adequate in 
practice. 

6. Conclusions 
The development of the direction finder and 

the investigation of its performance has shown 
that the fixed type of H -Adcock system may be 
considered a practical v.h.f. system capable of 
operation over a wide frequency range with a 
high order of accuracy. It can be made simple 
in operation having only receiver adjustments 
apart from the goniometer operation. The 
initial balancing of the aerial system and trans- 
mission lines is rather critical if the greatest 

30 

E 

20 

-o 
10 

an o 

10 80 

accuracy is required but if a maximum probable 
error of the order of 2° is satisfactory the balancing 
processes can be considerably simplified. 
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INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS 

The following meetings will be held at the LE.E., 
Victoria Embankment, Savoy Place, London, AV.C.2, 
commencing at 5.3o :- 

Feb. 13th, Discussion meeting on " Interference 
Suppression," opened by E. M. Lee. 

Feb. 15th. " Ground -Wave Propagation over an 
Imhogeneous Smooth Earth Experimental Evidence 
and Practical Implications," G. Millington and G. A. 
Isted. 

Feb. 27th. Discussion Meeting on " Mobile Radio 
Power Packs," opened by Air Commodore R. L. Phillips, 
O.B.E. 

Mar. 6th, Discussion Meeting on " The Place of High - 
Frequency Heating in Industry," opened by C. E. Eadon- 
Clarke. 

Mar. 7th. " The Fundamental Limitations of Second - 
Harmonic Type of Magnetic Modulator as applied to the 
Amplification of Small D.C. Signals," by Professor F. C. 
Williams, O.B.F. and S. W. Noble, and "A New Theory 
of the Magnetic Amplifier," by A. G. Milnes. 

BRITISH INSTITUTION OF RADIO 
ENGINEERS 

During February the following meetings will be held :- 
London Section, 3rd Mar., at 6.3o p.m., at the London 

School of Hygiene Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., 
; " Travelling Wave Tubes," by R. L. Kompfner. 

West Midlands Section, 1st Mar., at 7 p.m., at the 
Wolverhampton & Staffordshire Technical College, 
Wulfruna St., Wolverhampton ; " Electronics and the 
Brain," by H. \V. Shipton. 

North Eastern Section, 15th Feb., at 6 p.m., at Neville 
Hall, Westgate Rd., .Newcastle -on -Tyne ; " Single 
Sideband Systems Applied to Long Range Wireless," by 
Major S. R. Rickman. 
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ELECTRON TRANSIT TIME 
Effect on Negative -Grid Oscillators 

By S. K. Chatterjee, M.Sc,, M.I.R.E., and B. V. Sreekantan, M.Sc., A.M.I.R.E. 
(Department of Electrical Communication Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India) 

SUMMARY.-Electron transit -time effects on the output and efficiency of some triodes having different geometrical structures have been studied. The results indicate that for valves 833-A, 834, 3o4 -B, the limit of oscillation is reached when the period of oscillation is nearly four times the total time of transit of the electrons from cathode to anode, whereas for valves 316-A, 955, the limiting frequency is reached when the period of oscillation is nearly three times the total time of flight. The transit -time expression given by Gavin' has been modified by taking into consideration the alternating voltages on the anode and grid and the negative bias. The wavelengths at which the efficiencies of valves drop by Io and also down to 1o°ó, have been found and the results compared with values obtained theoretically from the expression given by Gavin.' 

Introduction 
THE highest frequency at which a valve 

can generate spontaneous oscillation is 
restricted by the time of flight of electrons 

from cathode to anode, the interelectrode capa- 
citances and the lead inductances within the 
valve. When the time required by an electron to 
travel from cathode to anode becomes com- 
parable with the period of a cycle of oscillation 
to be generated, the valve performance is modified 
in a fundamental way and the entire behaviour 
needs clarification in the light of basic considera- 
tions. Electron transit -time increases the effec- 
tive grid -cathode conductance proportional to 
the square of the frequency and hence decreases 
the effective Q of the resonant circuit. At these 
frequencies the phase relation between anode 
current and grid voltage is no longer that existing 
at low frequencies. So the phase angle of the 
mutual conductance is also affected. A consider- 
able amount of work has been done by Scheibe,2 
Llewellyn,°', North,4 Benham,5 and McPetrie,6 
to evaluate the effect of electron transit time on 
the assumption that a steady-state space -charge 
distribution has been established and the high - 
frequency signal is merely a perturbation, small in 
comparison with the steady-state component. 
As remarked by Llewellyn such investigations 
arc inadequate for the case of large signals 
encountered in power amplifiers and oscillators 
operated in the class C condition. Expressions 

that for r/r, <3 and rg/rk<2, where r,,, rg, 
and r, represent radii of anode, grid and cathode 
respectively, plane electrodes may be considered 
as giving values of transit time which agree 
within 12% with the values for cylindrical 
electrodes. Gavin' has shown that the time of 
flight from cathode to anode is given by the 
following expression 

T 5.93 x io' 1ERT 
(3`ßk + r 

2d 
+ (r) fi/µ, 

involving cathode to grid distance di,,, grid to 
anode distance dg, amplification factorµ and 
anode voltage E,rT. In the above expression, 
the effective grid voltage has been taken to be 
EFT/µ. But, in the case of an oscillator working 
under class C conditions, the effective voltage at 
the grid when the electron that left the cathode 
just when the grid started on its positive cycle 
reaches the grid plane is shown in the Appendix 
to be 

(-EGB+EfT/µ) -f- (E-Engµ) cos (O/2 - 0kg) 
where 

Efí1, EGB = steady anode and grid supply 
voltages 

E, Eg = amplitudes of alternating com- 
ponents of anode and grid voltages 

ea, eg = instantaneous anode and grid 
voltages. 

Hence the cathode to grid time of flight Tk.g can 
be shown to be 

Tk.g = 3dkr1(m/2e) V[(- EGB + ExT!µ) - (E - E!µ) cos (Bk.g - 8gl2)] 

which can be used to analyse the type of signals 
involved in class C operation, have been derived 
by Chao-Chan-Wang.8 

The time of electron flight for valves having 
plane and cylindrical electrodes has been calcu- 
lated by Fortescue9 and Kompfner.1° Assuming 

MS accepted by the Editor, January 1949 

.. (2) 

where m/e is the ratio of mass to the charge of an 
electron. 

Assuming negligible space -charge effect in the 
grid -anode space, the transit time T,,,, for an 
electron which leaves the grid when the grid is 
at its positive peak is given by the following 
expression. It may be mentioned that the electron 
which left the cathode at the instant the grid 
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started on its positive cycle reaches the grid 
at the instant that the grid voltage attains its 
positive peak. If E >EH,.¡µ (Appendix) 

2 

T ya = B x 5.93 x Io' {V (A + B . doa) - A} 

where 
A = (EUT - EcB) + (Es -E p.) 
13 = [{E T - (EHT/µ EGB)} - 

{Ea + (E5 - E/N-)}]idya 
The total cathode to anode time of flight T is, 

therefore, given by 
T = Tky + Tya = 

Vµ 
7 . 3dt.y ; 

2c1 ya 

/E 5.93 x io' H,. I + µ 
when we neglect the alternating voltages on the 
electrodes and the bias on the grid. This is the 
same expression as that given by Gavin.' 

The expression (2) is not readily useful for 
evaluating the transit time as it involves Bk and 
6y, but certain important conclusions can be 
drawn. When the amplitude of the alternating 
voltage on the grid is I/µ times the amplitude 
of the alternating anode voltage, then for an 
electron which leaves the cathode at the instant 
at which the grid starts becoming positive, the 
transit time Tky is independent of the amplitudes 
of the alternating voltages on the grid and anode. 
Another important feature is that when there is 
no lag (i.e., 9, = 0y/2) the transit time Tk9 is 
reduced to a minimum if E>EHT/µ as given by 
the following expression 

3dk5 . ,V (m/2e) 
Tky = 

\-EoB+Eµ)+(Ey 
µa) 

3dky 1/(m/2e) 345 
JEU(nxin) 55.93 X Io7VA 

+ Eg(max) 

Investigations by Gavin' show that the limiting 
frequency of oscillation is reached when the 
period of oscillation generated becomes equal to 
twice that of electron transit, whereas the 
result of Wagener shows that the limiting 
frequency is reached when the cathode -to -grid 
transit time is one -sixth the period of oscillation. 
This difference is perhaps due to the difference 
in structures of the valves investigated. Modern 
technique has made it possible to evolve various 
valve structures in an attempt to extend the 
frequency range and useful output. So it has 
been thought worthwhile to study experimentally 
the effect of transit time on the output and 
efficiency and also to find the limiting frequency 
of oscillation of some of the available valves 
having different electrode structures. 

Results and Discussion 
Variation of power output with frequency for 

different valves (Fig. I) shows the inevitable 
reduction in output with increasing frequency. 
Using dimensional analysis, Lehmann and Vall- 
arino12 have shown that power output II' is 
given by the following expression. 

W = H4 (J5/f10) 
where H4 is a constant, J denotes current density 
and f is the frequency in megacycles per second. 
The above expression signifies that for the same 
type of cathode, the power available from a valve 
drops very rapidly with increasing frequency. 
Though the above relation does not quantitatively 
represent the practical cases it clearly indicates 
that, to maintain considerable output, the 
current density J = pr per unit area must be 
maintained at a high value, by making the charge 
density p and/or the speed of electrons y high. 
Two more facts are significant ; first, the curves 
having the same general shape, it may be said 
that the same factors are responsible for limiting 
the output ; secondly, that curves for some of 

the valves approach a limiting curve, shown by 
the dotted line. This common asymptote 
indicates that some common physical limitation 
is present. Moreover, greater power is available 
from larger valves at lower frequencies, but 
decay of output starts at lower frequencies for 
these valves. 

40 400 

2 

10 

200 400 

200 

8012, 850V 
100 

600 800 

f (M.cls) 

Fig. i. Variation of output with frequency for 
different types of valve. The dotted line shows that 

the curves approach a limiting condition. 

The inherent losses in the functioning of vacuum 
valves results from the degradation of kinetic 
energy of the electrons into heat at impact on the 
electrode surface. Consequently, efficiency 77 
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depends on the motion of electrons. Efficiency 
being a dimensionless parameter, it has been 
shown12 that fd/-/V (where d is the cathode - 
anode distance in cm and V is the anode poten- 
tial in volts) can be represented by a dimensionless 
parameter, so the expression for 

11 can be written 
as follows 

= u(56, B1, 82 .... On) 
where 0 is a dimensionless parameter and is taken 
to be equal to fd/./V and the O terms are dimen- 

80 

60 

.3 
40 

20 

316-A 
d=0'15cm 

400V 

8012 
d=022cm 

955 
d=007cm 

f=20ox106cis 

1'\ 
304- B 

d= 0'5 cm 600V 

200V 

1,000V 

x600V 
500V 

834 d 0-48 cm 

4.243 X o.398 - /F_ T801 s 5.93 x ro' HT 

5 x 
T965 - 5.93 x ro7EHT 

where the subscript to T indicates the valve type 
number. 

If To represents the period of oscillation, then 
the transit angle, T/To X 3600, at which a par- 
ticular valve reaches its limit of oscillation is 

shown by extrapolating the curves 
of efficiency 

77 v. transit angle 
(Fig. 3). The transit angle corres- 
ponding to the frequency limit of 
each valve is given in Table I. 

It will be observed that for 
valves 833-A, 304-B and 834 the 

soot/ limiting frequency of oscillation 
is reached when the period of 
oscillation is nearly four times 

400V the time of transit of electrons 
from cathode to anode. In the 

x 400V case of 316-A and 955 the transit 
time corresponding to the limiting 
frequency is nearly one-third the 
period of oscillation. 

The effect of transit time on 
t efficiency can further be studied 

s 6 by calculating the differences in 
efficiencies i1 and 772 at a long 

o I 

Fig. 2. (Above) Maximrnu 
efficiency realizable 
under specific conditions 

Fig. 3 (right). Efficiency 
versus transit angle. The 
limit of oscillation is 
found from the point 
where the dotted curves 
meet the horizontal axis. 

sionless parameters, con- 
taining 0 and describing 
conditions of adjustment 
of the oscillating circuit. 
If the O terms are so 
chosen that 77 becomes 
a maximum 7.7n,ax then 
iimax = u(9), where one 
value of 0 corresponds 
to a unique value of 
77,nax. The variation of 
77 with fd/VV (Fig. 2) indicates the maximum 
efficiency realisable under specific conditions. 

To study the effect of transit time Equ. (I) 
has been employed. Substituting the proper 
values for d,,, and dI, Equ. (I) can be written as 
follows 

2 95= (fd)1^/v 

80 

60 

T318 -A= 
X fo E 5.93 BT 

2.54 X 0.255 

40 

20 

o 

834,1,000V 
T0.9580610-9SEC 

4 

833-A, I,000V 
T=1209xI0 9SEC 

955, 200V 
T- 4.566x I0i0 SEC 

835, 1,000V 

T =1-062x10-9 SEC 

304-B, 1,000V 
T = 1-081x I59 SEC 

8012, 1,000V 
T 0.9 x 109 SEC 

316-A, 400V 
T= S461x 1510 SEC 

, 

20 40 60 

0/7-0) x 360° 

wavelength and at a particular ultra -short wave- 
length. The difference in efficiencies for class C 
oscillators is given' by the following expression 

V2 
(E ) 771 - ßi2 - coo2 T= .. . . (3) 

where EiE1,r denotes,,, Hthe ratio of peak alter- 
nating voltage to the mean voltage of the anode 
and coo represents the angular frequency corres - 
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pouding to the frequency of oscillation and r repre- 
sents the transit time. Taking E/EHT = 0.9 and 77, 

corresponding to the efficiency at long wave- 

length, the difference in efficiencies 7)i - 772 can 
be calculated. The result is given in Fig. 4 for 
the 3o4 -B valve. It will be observed that there 
is fair agreement between theoretical and experi- 
mental values. 

60 

304-B --- THEORETICAL 
EXPERIMENTAL 

40 i i / 
20 /// /6 

loo 200 300 

tz 

Fig. 4. Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
values of the fall of efficiency with f2. 

The wavelength aI at which the efficiency drops 
by 10% of the maximum efficiency realizable can 
be calculated from Equs. (i) and (3). Similarly 
the wavelength A2 at which the efficiency is 

reduced to io% of the maximum value can also 

be derived. For example, for valve 316-A, 

p i 
6p0 

TABLE I 

Transit angle corresponding to limiting frequency. 

Anode Transit Limiting 
Valve voltage angle frequency 

(V) (°) (Mc¡s) APPENDIX 

`` 
2 X IO4 X 0.29 

- 'VERTcm 

835 
833-A 
3o4 -B 

834 
8oI2 
316-A 

955 

I,OOo 

1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 

400 
200 

70 
85 
86 

84 
>200 

130 
IIO 

183.5 

195.4 
220.8 

243.5 
>6o0 

661.2 
669.1 

TABLE II 

Valve observed calculated observed calculated 
(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) 

835 600 530.9 171.4 174.4 
833-A 600 657.7 176.5 219.2 

3o4 -B 448.9 505.9 145.9 168.7 

834 397.9 467.9 Z29.3 152.5 
8012 290.9 46.40 97 
316-A 214.3 290.0 46.87 94.88 

955 187.5 155.5 48 51.88 

6.67 X 103 X 0.29 
cm A2- EHT 

The values of Al and A2 both 
theoretical and experimental are 
given in Table II. 

It will be observed that in 
almost all cases the calculated 
values of Al and A2 are higher 
than the observed values. The 
difference, particularly in the 
cases of the 316-A and 8012 
valves, is considerable. In the 

500x101 
case of the 8012, the observed 
limiting frequency is nearly 
twice the calculated value. This 

is in agreement with the results obtained by 
Samuel14 for double -ended operation. 
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Transit time between cathode and grid : 

e, (Instantaneous anode voltage) = EHT - E, sin wt 

e, (Instantaneous grid voltage)_ -EBB + Eo sin wt 

where E, and E, represent the amplitudes of the alter- 
nating components of the anode and grid voltages 
respectively, and EHT and E0B represent the steady 
supply voltages to anode and grid respectively. 

Assume an electron leaving the cathode at time t1 (i.e., 
when the grid just starts on its positive cycle) and 
arriving at the grid at an instant t2. Then r1 = t., - ti. 
At t2 

e, = EHT - E, sin wt2 

EHT - E, sin w (T/4 - 1e/2 + t2 - ti) 
= EHT - E, sin to (T/4 - t,/2 + rk9) 

and e, = -E0B + E, sin co (T/4 - tg/2 + 71,) 

The effective voltage on the grid at instant 12 is given 
by 

(e9 + 
e2) 

= (- Eon + E -1-r;) 
F 

(E, - µ) {sin co (4 -t2 + 
Tkl)1 

- EoB + Exr) + 
\E' - Via) {cos 

(0k. -Z ) 
\ W 

where, 
za t' = B° = Half the angle of grid current flow, 
T 2 2 

and T rk - Bk9 - Transit angle. 
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Hence r0, given by Gavinl can be modified to 
3d0,1/(m/2e) 

' A, 

,J[( EILT , - Via) p, Ecg + - + E cos B 

Transit time between grid and anode : 

Let v be the velocity of an electron when it is at a 
distance x from the grid, at time t. Then the time of 
flight between grid and anode is given by the following 
expression : 

('dpa 
dx 

799 v 
o 

The potential at a point distant x from the grid at time 
t = potential at the grid plane at time t + potential 
gradient between plate and grid multiplied by z. 

Therefore, the potential at x at time t is given by 

I'(x, t) = (e, + µ) + {ea - (e, + ,a Writing,l 
e, _ - EOB + E, cos wt 
ea = EHT - E, cos wt 

where t = o is the instant at which the electron arrives 
at the grid plane, which is the same as the instant at 
which the grid is at its positive peak, the expression for 
V(x,t) reduces to 

EHT EHT x 
l'(x,t) 

( Fe 
- Eas) + {EHT -(1 - EGB)} d i 1 ,a 

+ [(E, -a) + {- E, - (E, - Fa)J 
. cos wt 

t° fl ideal 
The velocity of the electron at x at time t is therefore 

given by I 2 
v(x,t) =Iirt 1 V(x,t) = 5.93 io7 y I/(x,t) 

At time t = o, cos w t = 1. In most cases T,, is of the 
order of 10-9 to Io 19 second. Therefore, in practical 
cases, as ut = 27r . t/T, cos wt may be taken as unity up 
to ioo Mc/s. The expression for V(x, t) then reduces to 

1/(x, t) = [(J; - EnB) 

(EHT `JJ x 
d,a 

EHTI -( 
µ 

-Eel; fl - 

d,a{Ea + (L' f4a)ll 

. Tart 
dx 

5.93 x 107 Bx) 

2 fV/(-3 + Bd) 
5.93 x Io7 B 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
Letters to the Editor on technical subjects are always welcome. In publishing such communications 
the Editors do not necessarily endorse any technical or general statements which they may contain. 

Secondary -Emission Tubes in Wideband Amplifiers 
SIR,-With reference to the letter by N. F. Moody and 

G. J. R. McLusky on the above subject, published in your 
December issue, it may be of interest to note that the 
described method of obtaining push-pull output from 
anode and dynode of a secondary -emission valve was 
invented by E. V. Truefitt as early as 1937 when the 
TSE4 first became available. This invention is des- 
cribed in the specification of British Patent No. 5o8,o38 
which was published in 1939. 

C. FALCONER CHAPTER 
Cinema -Television, Ltd., 

London. 

The Intrinsic Impedance of Space 
SIR,-The fact that the technical literature mentions 

this impedance as being sometimes 377 ohms and at 
other times 30 ohms is misleading. I shall attempt to 
clear away this confusion. 

The systems of units may differ both through the 
choice of the fundamental quantities and through 
the choice of the defining equations of the derived units 
so as to determine in a certain manner the value of the 
parasitic coefficients. 

For instance, the area of a square which may be 

expressed in general through the formula, 
becomes specifically : 

in the metric system : 

s.= l2 square meters, where l is measured in meters, 
in the Anglo-American system : 

s = l2 square inches, where l is measured in inches, 
in the American circular system : 

l2 
s = `= circular niches, where 1 is measured in inches. n 
In the first two formulae the factor taken as equal to 

1 is the parasitic coefficient of the formula giving the 
area of the square, whereas in the latter system the 
factor taken as equal to i is the coefficient of the formula 
giving the area of the circle. 

The first choice is equivalent to taking the square of 
I -m or i -in side as the unit for areas, while the second one 
is equivalent to adopting the circle of I -in diameter as 
the unit for areas. 

Consequently, when the system of measuring units 
is changed, it must be expected, in general, that a number 
of units will have their magnitudes altered and some forms 
of the equations defining the corresponding quantities 
will be equally altered. 

It is true that usually the systems are based on the 
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same forms of the defining equations, so that it is only 
a matter of changing the units when passing from one 
system to the other. 

When, however, the problem of ' rationalizing' is 
raised in electricity and magnetism, the rationalized 
system introduced is different from the classical, non - 
rationalized system, not only as regards the units, but 
also in the forms of the defining equations. 

The rationalizing may be effected in several ways, 
according to the formulae chosen, from which it is 
intended to derive the 477 factor. 

In electricity and magnetism, it is noted sometimes 
that two quantities of different nature have the same 
dimension in a certain system of measuring units. For 
instance, in the systems using as fundamental quantities 
the length, the mass, the time and the intensity of the 
electric current, we encounter the following pairs of 
quantities having the same dimension : 

(a) 413 and q TI] 
(b) 96 and in ,,_L2.1IT 2I-1) 

(c) Zo = H 
and I? , 12.1J7 -3I-31 

(d) J (intensity of magnetization) and B [111T-21-1] 

It would sewn natural that these quantities should 
have units of the same magnitude in a particular system 
of units. But because of the parasitic coefficients of their 
defining formulae this is not the case. In some systems 
of units the two quantities of the same dimensions have 
identical units, whereas in other systems of units they 
have units of different magnitudes. 

In the rationalized system we shall write : 

q 

while in the non -rationalized system we write : 

= 417q 

While in the first system the unit of induction flow 
is the coulomb, in the second one it is the sterradian 
coulomb ; therefore, one coulomb = 47T sterradian 
coulombs. 

When we switch from the first system to the second 
one, the unit of quantity of electricity remains un- 
changed, while the unit of flow is changed, although these 
quantities always have the same dimension. 

Therefore,,/ the same flow will be expressed one time 
by rD and another time by (`,D', although the electric 
charge is all the time measured by q. 

The same thing may be said of the units for h and 
for ni ; the unit of magnetic flow in the m.k.s. system is 
the Weber in any of its two variants, whether rationalized 
or not. On the other hand, the magnetic mass defined by 
the relation : 

7/7' _ h' in the rationalized system 

and 47r ,ni = h in the non -rationalized system, will be 
expressed in webers in the rationalized system and in 
other units (newtons by millioersteds) in the non - 
rationalized system. This explains the different values 
assumed by Zo, the intrinsic impedance of space, accord- 
ing to the system, rationalized or non -rationalized, in 
which it is expressed. 

Zo is of the nature of an impedance and is defined 
by the equation : 

Zo=f&/II 
Since & remains unchanged when switching from the 

non -rationalized varient to the rationalized one, while 
H changes (in the non -rationalized system we have 
fHdl = 47rsI whereas in the rationalized system 
fH'dl = E1), it follows that Zo will have different units 
and consequently different values in each of the two 
variants. 

In his Editorial of September 1949, Prof. G. W. O. 

Howe, reasoning on the case of a line ` consisting of two 

parallel flat strips,' shows that the intrinsic impedance 
&/H written in the rationalized system is expressed by : 

Z = VII 
which is measured in ohms. On the basis of this practical 
observation we may draw the conclusion that Zo will 
be expressed in ohms only in the rationalized system 
(377 ohms), while in the non -rationalized system, where 
Zo has 3o as its numerical value, the units will be different 
(volts by millioersted and meter) : 

volts 4n ohms. 
millioersted x metre 

Thus, the intrinsic impedance of 3o volts by milli - 
oersted and meter, converted to ohms gives the same 
value of 377 ohms. Consequently, it may not be spoken 
of anything else than 377 ohms, it being an error to say 
that the intrinsic impedance of space is 30 ohms. If we 

change the definition of Zo, stating that Zo = in the 

rationalized system and Zo = 47r H in the non -rationalized 

system then the result in non -rationalized units is ex- 
pressed equally in ohms, but its value is 377 and not 
30 ohms. 

T. TANASESCU 

The Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest. 

MONSIEUR,-Dans son numero de septembre dernier, 
votre Revue a publié sous le titre " The intrinsic impe- 
dance of space " et sous les initiales G.W.O.H., une 
critique de ma note du 18 février dernier à l'Académie 
des Sciences de Paris, dans laquelle le nom de M. 
Louis de Broglie a été accolé au mien, alors que, suivant 
l'usage français, son intervention s'est bornée à soumettre 
cette note au jugement ele l' Académie. Monsieur de 
Broglie ne saurait donc encourir aucune responsabilité 
du fait de son contenu. 

Je suis certain que vous voudrez bien faire connaitre à 
vos lecteurs dans le plus bref délai, que le savant éminent 
qu'est Monsieur ele Broglie ne devait pas être mis en 
cause dans cette discussion. 

Je vous signale que l'erreur typographique concernant 
la valeur 477 ohms au lieu de 377 ohms a été signalée 
clans le numero de mai 1949 de la Revue générale de l' 
Electricité, page 168, note i. 

Asnieres, Paris. E. BRYLINSKI 

Detuned Resonant Circuits. 

SIR,-The article under this title, by H. Eiger, in the 
November 1949 issue of Wireless Engineer (p. 360), 
seems to contain a rather serious error in the determina- 
tion of transient response. The author states that at 
high frequencies the phase of the exciting voltage at t= o 

can be assumed equal to zero ; this is remarkable, as 
surely the effect of the initial phase is the same in 
whatever frequency band the circuit is used. The 
initial phase has a negligible effect when the applied 
signal has the same frequency as resonance (i.e., w - w0) 

so that equation (2c) is correct, but for all other frequen- 
cies of applied signal the effect is appreciable, so that 
equations (2a) and (2b) do not give an adequate state- 
ment of the response. This matter is brought out clearly 
in standard texts such as Guilleminl and in an article by 
myself.2 If the suddenly -applied signal is proportional 
to sin(wt _+ t,/i), and E is the steady-state peak output, 
then when w is considerably different from w0, the tran- 

' Guillemin, E. A., " Commmnication Networks," Vol. 1, p. 03 onwards 
(John Wiley, 1081). 

% Tucker, D. G., " The Transient Response of a Tuned Circuit," Elec- 
tronic Engng, 1016, Vol. 11, p. 379-381. 
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sient output e is given for the two extreme cases of initial phase, thus- 
- o, cos wt - e-woy34 cos wot 

7f e = sin wt - (L'° e --`412Q sin wot 

which should replace Mr. Elger's equation (2a), and the switching -off transients are 

o, = e cuotlz4 cos wot 

= z, e 
= oo 04112Q sin 

replacing equation (2b). 

It can be seen that the purely transient component of 
the output can be affected in the ratio w0 according to 
initial phase. For small detuning this may be an in- appreciable effect, but Mr. Eiger is certainly not justified 
in ignoring it when the detuning is ' excessive ' (see last paragraph on p. 362). In actual fact, peak ampli- 
tudes when w<<wo may run to ten or a hundred times the steady-state amplitude, and not just to twice, as 
Mr. Eiger states. This is illustrated by oscillograms in 
my article. Moreover, in practice it is necessary to consider the response to signals outside the normal 
acceptance band, because although their steady-state 
effect may be negligible, the transient they produce may 
cause serious interference. 

Post Office Research Station. D. G. TUCKER 

SIR,-The mathematical statement of Mr. I). G. Tucker is quite correct and can easily be derived from 
my equation (I). In the publication3 of Fraenckel it is 
shown by numerical examples that the peak voltage (or current) may materially exceed the value 2E. My state- ment that the phase ' may be assumed to be equal to zero at high frequencies is, of course, not dependent on the frequency itself but on the practical use made of the different frequency ranges. It is evidently not necessary 
to explain the differences involved in problems relating 
to, say, power transmission at mains frequency and radar technique. 

Mr. Tucker seems to have overlooked my statements 
preceding the equations (2a) and (3a) where I have 
expressly stated the conditions dw<<w° and Q>>s. At high frequency, ' excessive detuning ' means any de - tuning beyond the bandwidth limits Qv = 0.5 ; i.e., a detuning exceeding 5% at Q = ro. In order to enable the reader to deal with other similar problems outside 
my theory I have indicated the equation (s). 

My theory covers transients at least at Qv = 4 (see 
Fig. 4 and the well-known range of the normal universal 
resonance curve) Q to and dw < wo. Equation (3a) 
in its present form yields emax = 2E and, if developed 
with tif= 90°, ema,: = wo/w. If we now take the above extreme values applied to any frequency, we thus obtain vmax = 25% and the absolute maximum values 
e = 2E and e = 2.33E respectively and thus my ' serious 
error ' can amount at most to nearly 17% ; this means the extreme ends of my curve b in Fig. 4 may rise by 
1.5 mm. Actually, the error will be much less since I have assumed the extreme and impossible case that the first peak occurs at t - o and thus coincides with the e/E axis of Fig. 3. 

As to the last sentence of Mr. Tucker, he agrees with 
me that the response to signals (interference) outside 
the normal acceptance band should be considered and 
I had, therefore, shown the response within a range 8 times wider than the normal bandwidth. In practice it 

is evidently not necessary to calculate the response to 
interference far off the bandwith with any greater degree 
of accuracy if it is ever considered necessary to make numerical calculations at all. It is much more important 
to show that a clear and qualitative result is universally 
applicable (at the higher frequencies) and to give a distinct general conception of the transients in such cases. 

I am, however, indebted to Mr. Tucker for drawing 
my attention to his publication and that of Guillemin 
which I had not seen until now due to particularly 
unfavourable circumstances at the time in question. 

Stockholm, H. ELGER 
Sweden. 

A Problem 
A reader asks if anyone can suggest, or give a reference 

to a published description of, a method of finding the conditions under which 
c + jca 
f(A)e At dA 

. c-jov 
is monotonic in t and vet has the fastest rate of rise.-[ED.] 

Phase -Shift Oscillator 
SIR, -I was very interested to see W. C. Vaughan's 

analysis in the December Wireless Engineer which, 
although extremely ingenious, fails to take into account 
the internal impedance of the driving source. 

The effect of this internal impedance can seldom be neglected, and after all, one of the chief advantages of the phase -shift oscillator is the precision with which it 
can be designed and made. Your readers may, therefore, 
be interested in an article of mine in the January 1950 issue of Electronic Engineering which demonstrates a comprehensive and flexible method of analysis by simple matrix algebra, and gives design formul which are free 
from approximations. 

The matrix method is comprehensive because it provides the voltage ratio and input impedance of a four -terminal network simultaneously, and requires no special conditions concerning the similarity of trans- 
mission sections as it includes all valves and coupling 
arrangements. 

The other advantage of flexibility enables a critical analysis to be made of an existing design, as it is com- paratively easy to calculate the effect of changes in network elements. 
Staines, Middlesex. W. R. HINTON 

SIR, --Referring to W. C. Vaughan's article in the December 1949 Wireless Engineer, I feel that one general 
conclus'on which might have been drawn from Tables 
I and I I is that the networks containing shunt reactances 
may be used more profitably at high frequencies than those containing shunt resistances, while these latter are preferable at low frequencies. This is clear from the expressions for frequency since a greater CR product may 
be used in the former case than in the latter for a given 
frequency. This applies particularly to 3 -mesh networks. It is also suggested that the anode -load should be much less than the network input impedance-which 
might usefully have been tabulated-though no mention 
is made of a possibility of avoiding phase -shift in the valve altogether. In every case where shunt reactances 
are used the first resistance may be formed from the anode load in parallel with the valve's internal resistance. 
The first capacitance may then be formed, at least partly, 
by the anode -cathode capacitance and the last by the capacitance between grid and cathode. This is very useful 
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at high frequencies ; e.g., for a 3 -mesh network, if R = 
Io4MS1, G = Io pF and n = I, f = 3.9 Mc/s. 

Finally it is not obvious to me why the output wave- 
form should be inherently better than with conventional 
LC circuits. This may be true at very low frequencies, but 
is surely not generally true. 

Gt. Malvern, Worcs. W. P. N. COURT 

Non-linear Effects in Rectifier Modulators. 

SIR,-V. Belevitch gave a most interesting analysis of 

the nonlinear operation of a ring modulator in Wireless 

Engineer, May 1949, Vol. 26, p. 177, and stated also that 
the results applied equally to the bridge (otherwise known 
as shunt or Cowan) modulator with suitable adjustment, 
such as 6 db in the level of the products, etc. This 
analysis was based on a sinusoidal carrier and on the 
conception of the ideal rectifier ; i.e., one with zero 
forward resistance and infinite backward resistance, 
changing over at zero voltage across it. Now this basis 
is very useful for analysing the performance of modula- 
tors in the linear condition, where the signal has no 

influence on the switching of the rectifier. However, we 

very much question its utility in the non-linear case, and 
would like to suggest that analytical results approaching 
those obtained in practice can be expected only by a 

more realistic approach. 
No real rectifier switches from low to high resistance 

at the instant when the carrier (or bias) voltage changes 
polarity. There is always a transition interval, where 

non -linearity occurs not so much because the signal 
may exceed the carrier voltage and thus determine the 
time of ' switching ' (as in Dr. Belevitch's ideal case), 

but rather because the rectifier resistance varies steeply 

Fig. r. 

BN 

SIGNAL 
CARRIER 

s 

E.M.F. (PEAK) 
P.D. ( + PEAK) 

characteristics of ring 
modulators. 

with voltage, and intermodulation and overloading 
occur. It is thus better to consider as an ' ideal ' case 
for analysis one in which a square -wave carrier is used, 
so that in the absence of the signal the rectifiers switch 
from forward to backward resistance instantly. Whether 
the rectifiers are ideal or not has now less bearing on the 
result, which can consequently accord better with 
measurements. The mathematical analysis is no more 
complicated than in the sinusoidal case. 

This conception of square -wave switching is approxi- 
mated fairly closely by a practical case where a sinusoidal 
carrier e.m.f. is applied through a high resistance. We 
shall find that in such a case we obtain results very 
different from those given by Dr. Belevitch. 

s 

Overload and bridge 

It is also inconvenient to consider rectifiers with zero 
forward resistance, since the carrier voltage can be 

developed across them only if the carrier source resistance 
(hereafter referred to as c.s.r.) is zero. Since, as we shall 
see, the question of c.s.r. is vital in the consideration of 

the bridge modulator, we should restrict our analysis to 
finite forward resistance. 

In the ring modulator overload occurs when the signal 
voltage equals the carrier voltage across one of the 
rectifiers which is nominally in the blocking condition. 

loo 

E 

+1 

50 

°20 loo 1,000 

CARRIER SOURCE RESISTANCE (a) 

Fig. 2. Harmonic distortion in bridge modulator. 

This does actually give an overload point corresponding 
very roughly to that shown by Dr. Belevitch. But in 

the conventional bridge modulator failure of the blocking 
condition in this way causes overload only in so far as the 
c.s.r., which is then thrown across the signal circuit, is 

low enough to prevent efficient modulation. Thus with a 

high c.s.r. overload cannot occur due to such a cause, 
and will only occur when the signal and carrier voltages 
across the forward resistance of each rectifier become 
equal-then one rectifier of each series pair becomes 
blocking and modulation fails. This occurs only at very 
high signal e.m.fs. The c.s.r. now limits the resistance 
to which the blocking due to overload can rise, and 
consequently a very high c.s.r. gives a more rapid 
overload than one less high. We thus find that there is an 

optimum c.s.r. which gives the highest overload point 
(and, in practice, the smallest nonlinear distortion 
below overload), and this has a value of the order of the 
circuit resistance (i.e., signal source and load in parallel). 

Fig. r shows measured overload characteristics of 

ring (R) and bridge (B) modulators with low (L) and high 
(H) carrier source resistances. The terms ' low ' and 
' high ' are relative to the forward resistance of the 
rectifiers which were copper -oxide type KG I ; the carrier 
p.d. was 0.5 V peak for the ring and 1.0 V positive peak 
for the bridge (i.e., 0.5 V per rectifier in both cases), and 
the frequencies were I I kc/s for the carrier and 500 c/s for 

the signal. The circuit resistance was 3,000 ohms, and 
the high c.s.r. was r,000 ohms. 

Fig. z shows measured harmonic distortion of the 
type f 3 f, in a bridge modulator, as a function of 

c.s.r. Here germanium rectifiers (CGIC) were used, 
with z -V carrier (positive peak), 6-V signal e.m.f. and 
R = 500 ohms. It can be seen that the experimental 
results confirm the theoretical discussion. 

A further point regarding bridge modulators is that the 
carrier voltage is greater across the backward than 
across the forward resistance unless steps are taken to 
equalize it by means of another rectifier or another 
"modulator, connected in opposite polarity, in parallel 
with the carrier ; this then becomes part of the c.s.r. 

Post Office D. G. TUCKER 

Research Station. E. JEYNES 

3,000 
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NEW BOOKS 
Radio Aerials 

By E. B. MoULLIN, M.A., Sc.D. Pp. 5 i _{ xi. Oxford 
University Press, Amen House, AVaro it k Sq., London, 
E.C.4. Price 5os. 

This is one of a series of monographs intended to 
provide accounts of recent advances in the scientific 
field. It deals only with a limited class of radio aerials, 
but does so in great detail. 

The book is divided into two sections, one theoretical 
and the other experimental. In the former, after estab- 
lishing Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz retarded 
potential functions the formula' are used to calculate the 
fields due to current filaments, the effect of flat sheet 
and V reflectors and problems relating to cylinders 
immersed in electromagnetic fields. Arrays of radiating 
elements are then considered, the power gain calculated, 
and methods of suppressing the side lobes discussed. A 
short section is devoted to the isolated aerial, where 
attempts at a rigorous solution are mentioned, but not 
discussed in detail. 

The remainder of the book is devoted to experimental 
procedure and measurements of aerial performance, 
mainly those made on the type of aerial described in the 
first section. Results for V reflectors arc given in great 
detail, and many practical design considerations 
discussed. 

The treatment is mainly mathematcal ; many of the 
problems concerned are hypothetical, and are included 
to illustrate the analytical methods. The solutions are 
later used to good effect, however, in obtaining approxi- 
mate solutions of cases which cannot be solved rigorously, 
or where the rigorous solution would be too complicated 
to help in the understanding of the problem. 

Throughout the book thn author gives physical 
interpretations of the methods and results, which will 
appeal to the reader who likes to understand the 
significance of the mathematics as he goes along. This 
useful feature contributes greatly to the value and 
interest of the book. 

In the calculation of radiation resistance, the author 
often refers to the value of the field at the surface of 
wires ; inasmuch as no field tangential to the surface 
of a perfectly conducting wire can exist this statement 
needs qualification. If the postulated current distribu- 
tion results in a tangential component of field, it means 
that it can only be sustained by using a series of 
generators distributed along the wire ; the power 
supplied by these generators is then equal to the radiated 
power and is calculated by the method used by thy' 
author. If only one generator is supplied, the current 
distribution will adjust itself until the tangential com- 
ponent of field is zero along the wire. 

This is, however, a minor criticism of a valuable 
addition to the literature on radio aerials. It is recom- 
mended, not only as a reference book on the types of 
aerial described, but also for the clear and logical 
development of the general theory. 

H. P. 
List of Preferred Valves 

Pp. 28. The Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' 
Association of Great Britain Ltd., 17, Princes Gate, 
London, S.W.7. Price 2S. 6d. 

This list of valves comprises types which are recom- 
mended by the Association for use in electronic instru- 
ments in order to limit the number of types used. The 
valves are chiefly ones with the IO and I37G bases. 
Abbreviated characteristics and base connections are 
included. 

A Symposium on Electronics in Research a Industry 
Edited by A. G. PEAcocx. Pp. 199+xiii. Chapman 

& Hall Ltd., 37, Essex, St., London, W.C.2. Price 16s. 
This book, which is published in collaboration with the Instrument Manufacturers' Association of Great Britain 

Ltd., comprises papers read at the first Electronics 
Symposium. The papers cover Electronics in Computing, 
Frequency Measurement, The Measurement of Small 
Displacements by Electrical and Electronic Methods, Measurement of Ionizing Radiations, High Vacuum 
Gauges, The Radiosonde and its Manufacture, Some Industrial Applications of Ultrasonics, Metal Detection 
in Industry, Sound and Vibration Measurement, Elec- tronics in Spectroscopy, and Some Developments in l'icture Telegraphy. 

Electrical Transmission of Power and Signals 
By EDWARD W. KINIBARK. Pp. 461. John Wiley 

& Sons, Inc., New Yorlc, and Chapman & Hall Ltd., 
37, Essex St., London, A\'.C.2. Price 48s. 

This book, which is of American origin, covers r.f. transmission lines and waveguides, as well as power - frequency transmission. 
Photoelectricity and its Application 

By V. K. Z\VORYKIN, E.E., Ph.D., and E. G. RAMBERG, Ph.l). Pp. 494 + xti. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
New York, and Chapman & Hall Ltd., 37, Essex St., London, \V.C.2. Price 45s. 

Theory and Desig 1 of Electron Beams 
By J. R. PImw'-e. I'p. 197 + xiii. D. Van Nostrand 

Co. Inc., 250, F(,urth Avenue, New York, U.S.A. Price 
53.50. 

Lateral Deviation of Radio Waves Reflected iz the Iónosphere 
By \V. Ross, M.A., A.M.I.E.E. Radio Research 

Special Report No. 19. Pp. 32 + iv. H.M. Stationery 
Office, York House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Price 9d. 
(U.S.A. 25 cents). 

This report gives the results of investigations during the years 1938-1947 into the deviations from the great - 
circle plane of waves reflected from the ionosphere. 
Television Explained (3rd Edition) 

By \V. E. MILT ER, M.A.(Cantab), M.Brit.I.R.E. Pp. 1 12 with 59 diagrams and 17 photographs. The Trader 
Publishing Co. Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, 
S.E.T. Price 5s. 

Communication Circuits (3rd Edition) 
By I.A\VRENc1: ,\. WARE, E.E., I'h.D., and HEN 2Y R. 

REED, M.S., E.!'., Ph.D. Pp. 403 + x. John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., New York, and Chapman & Hall Ltd., 37, 
Essex St., Londe n, AV.C.2. Price 4os. 

F.B.I. REGISTER 
The 1949/50 F.B.I. Register has over r,000 pages and includes nearly 6,000 firms under 5,000 cross-reference 

headings. The sections include addresses, brands and trademarks, products and services. There arc reference 
facilities in French and Spanish. 

Published jointly by Kelly's Directories Ltd., and 
Iliffe & Sons Ltd. Home orders should be addressed to Kelly's Directories Ltd., 196, Strand, London, W.C.2, 
and overseas orders to Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, 
Stamford St.. London, S.E.I. The price is 42s. 
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WIRELESS PATENTS 
A Summary of Recently Accepted Specifications 

The following abstracts are prepared, with the 

Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 

AERIALS AND AERIAL SYSTEMS 

625 413.- Arial for aircraft wherein an insulated section 
of the aircra Í t skin has a metal film sprayed directly 
thereon. 

Joshua . 1arney. Application date July Loth, 1947. 

626 zio. -A broadcast transmitting aerial employing a 

vertical radiator surrounded at its lower end by a con- 
centric cage of subsidiary radiators, the latter having a 

radius of between Atioo and A/6o. 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Ltd., and H. 

Cafferata. Application date April 15th, 1946. 

626 3ii.-An aerial system having a primary radiator 
and a reflector having a concave outer portion of para- 
bolic form, designed so that the reflector has a ring focus. 

Western Electric Company Inc. Convention date 
(U.S.A.) July list, 1945. 

DIRECTIONAL AND NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEMS 

626 236.-A pulse -radar system wherein the receiver 
embodies means for producing an oscillation at p.r. 
frequency (or related integrally thereto) which is com- 
bined with the received signals, the system being 
responsive only when the received pulse coincides in a 

particular manner with the local oscillation. 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph company Ltd. (assignees 

of Thomas Treadwell Eaton). Convention date (U.S.A.) 
September 13th, 1941. 

626 325.--A receiver and indicator for a beacon radiating 
a beam varying in frequency according to azimuth 
direction, and having two selective means differently 
variable in attenuation with frequency, the outputs 
from the two means being compared. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. (assignees of 
A. From). Convention date (U.S.A.) June rith, 1945. 

626 61o. -F. M. radio altimeter in which a voltage depen- 
dent on the speed of the modulator capacitor drive motor 
provides a compensating function to render this system 
independent of modulation frequency. 

Bernard Anselm Sharpe. Application date May 3rd, 

1945. 
626 7o9.-V.H.F. high pulse -power generators using 
several waveguides of different propagation times and 
feeding into a common waveguide. 

Compagnie General De Telegraphie Sans Fil. Con- 

vention date (France) March 4th, 1944. 

626 87o. -Receiving apparatus for beacons wherein the 
phase of signals from spaced transmitters is compared, 
consisting in using aerials having different patterns 
which are employed successively to avoid erroneous 
phase indications. 

William Joseph O'Brien. Convention date (U.S.A.) 
August 27th, 1945. 

626 956.-A radio beacon for aircraft distance indication 
emitting primary signals in successive directions and 
having distinguishing characteristics, the aircraft emit- 
ting signals having a different characteristic, the beacon 
retransmitting response signals to the aircraft. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited (assignees of 

H. G. Busignies). Convention date (U.S.A.) August 
iith, 1945. 

permission of the Controller of H. 1l. Stationery Office, from 
25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 2 - each. 

RECEIVING CIRCUITS AND APPARATUS 
(See also under Television) 

626 o88. -Automatic gain or frequency control in which 
the valve to which the control voltage is applied includes 
a phase -shift network to introduce a virtual capacitance 
into the smoothing circuit to vary the time constant 
thereof. 

Philips Lamps Limited. Convention date (Netherlands) 
June ist, 1943. 

626 i4z.-Thermionic valve apparatus embodying in- 
dependent screening chassis each of which carries a part 
of a valveholder, the other part of which is carried by 
another chassis. 

Philips Lamps Ltd. Convention date (Netherlands) 
September 14th, 1943. 

626 i54. --Phase or frequency -modulated signal receiver 
operating on the super -regenerative principle and designed 
primarily to secure low distortion. 

Hazeltine Corporation (assignees of B. D. Loughlin). 
Convention date (U.S.A.) March 19th, 1946. 

626 221. -Signal -seeking receiver having motor tuning 
which stops on tuning to a usable signal, wherein control 
of the motor is made insensitive to noise by a narrow - 
band selector. 

Colonial Radio Corporation. Convention date (U.S.A.) 
September 16th, 1944. 

626 42o. -Phase or frequency -modulation detector 
especially for converting such pulses to amplitude - 
modulated pulses, using two rectifiers and a cathode - 
follower stage. 

Bendi,v Aviation Corporation. Convention date (U.S.A.) 
August 23rd, 1946. 

626 739. Frequency discriminator in which tuned 
circuits feed opposed rectifiers and also two further 
opposite rectifiers, the two sets of rectifiers feeding a 

metering circuit to indicate or monitor the modulation. 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Ltd. and I. S. 

Forbes. Application date February 6th, 1947. 

TELEVISION C:RCUiTS AND APPARATUS 
FOR TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION 

626 715. -Apparatus for television film transmission 
using two film projectors for alternative use and adjust- 
able means for transmitting from either projector to the 
television camera. 

H. G. De France. Convention dates (France) 
October 11th, 1941, August Izth, 1942. 

SUBSIDIARY APPARATUS AND MATERIALS 

626 i29. -Permeability -tuned circuits in which coils and 
cores are mounted for relative movement and coupled 
by an auxiliary coil arranged so that the coupling 
coefficient varies inversely with frequency. 

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. (assignees 
H. Ruben.). Convention date (U.S.A.) May 12th, 1945. 

626 62o. -The dielectric of a capacitor for medium 
frequencies consists of an aliphatic ester of boric acid 
having prescribed characteristics. 

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd. Convention 

date (U.S.A.) September ist, 1944. 
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